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ABSTRACT
Non-invasive imaging modalities have recently seen increased use in clinical diagnostic
procedures. Unfortunately, emerging computational imaging techniques, such as those
found in 3D ultrasound and iterative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), are severely
limited by the high computational requirements and poor algorithmic efficiency in current
parallel hardware—often leading to significant delays before a doctor or technician can
review the image, which can negatively impact patients in need of fast, highly accurate
diagnosis. To make matters worse, the high raw data bandwidth found in 3D ultrasound
requires on-chip volume reconstruction with a tight power dissipation budget—dissipation
of more than 5 W may burn the skin of the patient. The tight power constraints and high
volume rates required by emerging applications require orders of magnitude improvement
over state-of-the-art systems in terms of both reconstruction time and energy efficiency. The
goal of the research outlined in this dissertation is to reduce the time and energy required to
perform medical image reconstruction through software/hardware co-design. By analyzing
algorithms with a hardware-centric focus, we develop novel algorithmic improvements
which simultaneously reduce computational requirements and map more efficiently to
traditional hardware architectures. We then design and implement hardware accelerators
which push the new algorithms to their full potential.
In the first part of this dissertation, we characterize the performance bottlenecks of
high-volume-rate 3D ultrasound imaging. By analyzing the 3D plane-wave ultrasound
algorithm, we reduce computational and storage requirements in Delay Compression. Delay
Compression recognizes additional symmetry in the planar transmission scheme found
in 2D, 3D, and 3D-Separable plane-wave ultrasound implementations, enabling on-chip
xii
storage of the reconstruction constants for the first time and eliminating the most power-
intensive component of the reconstruction process. We then design and implement TETRIS, a
streaming hardware accelerator for 3D-Separable plane-wave ultrasound. TETRIS is enabled
by the TETRIS RESERVATION STATION (RS), a novel 2D register file that buffers incomplete
voxels and eliminates the need for a traditional load-and-store memory interface. Utilizing
a fully pipelined architecture, TETRIS reconstructs volumes at physics-limited rates (i.e.,
limited by the physical propagation speed of sound through tissue).
Next, we review a core component of several computational imaging modalities, the Non-
uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT), focusing on its use in MRI reconstruction. We find
that the non-uniform interpolation step therein requires over 99% of the reconstruction time
due to poor spatial and temporal memory locality. While prior work has made great strides
in improving the performance of the NuFFT, the most common algorithmic optimization
severely limits the available parallelism, causing it to map poorly to the massively parallel
processing available in modern GPUs and FPGAs. To this end, we create Slice-and-Dice, a
processing model which enables efficient mapping of the NuFFT’s most computationally-
intensive component onto traditional parallel architectures. We then demonstrate the full
acceleration potential of Slice-and-Dice with JIGSAW, a custom hardware accelerator which
performs the non-uniform interpolations found in the NuFFT in time approximately linear
in the number of non-uniform samples, irrespective of sampling pattern, uniform grid size,
or interpolation kernel width.
The algorithms and architectures herein enable faster, more efficient medical image
reconstruction, without sacrificing image quality. By decreasing the time and energy
required for image reconstruction, our work opens the door for future exploration into higher-
resolution imaging and emerging, computationally complex reconstruction algorithms which




Non-invasive medical imaging modalities, such as X-ray CT, magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI), and ultrasound have become cornerstones in modern medicine. Today, doctors
are able to see high-resolution images of a patient’s internals, both statically and in real-time,
without the costly and often dangerous invasive diagnostic procedures required in the past.
In recent years, medical imaging has started to experience an evolution from 2D to 3D
and real-time imaging capabilities. 3D and real-time imaging offer a more detailed view of
the region of interest, without the need to rely on experienced technicians to estimate the
“whole” from a set of 2D slices, in a manner which enables faster, more accurate diagnosis.
Unfortunately, while great strides have been made in new 3D imaging algorithms, these
algorithms often bring exponential increases in raw data volume, computational complexity,
and execution time.
While computer performance has improved, in many cases existing architectures are
still too slow or inefficient to support real-time data acquisition and image reconstruction.
Commercial hardware has been able to reconstruct 3D images for some algorithms, but these
often suffer from severe computational bottlenecks—resulting in long reconstruction times
and/or poor resolution. As an example, state-of-the-art 3D ultrasound systems can only
reconstruct tens of volumes per second [44, 18, 14, 19], which is far too low for emerging
applications which require tracking high-frequency motion [37, 23, 55, 50]. These perfor-
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mance problems are caused in part by the algorithms themselves: many algorithms in the
medical domain are designed purely to enable a new imaging technique, without considera-
tion of how the algorithm will actually be executed in hardware. To compound the problem,
computer architects rarely design modern systems with the unique requirements of medical
imaging reconstruction in mind. This has created a disconnect between imaging algorithm
developers and hardware architects, with the result being that traditional architectures are
far too inefficient to feasibly handle many real-time 3D imaging applications.
Many of the inefficiencies and computational bottlenecks found in reconstruction algo-
rithms can be traced back to current architecture’s load-and-store memory system. Medical
imaging applications often have memory access patterns which do not mesh well with mod-
ern computer caches, leading to severe performance degradation and power consumption
that in some cases make imaging entirely infeasible [1, 28, 44, 44, 14, 2]. To continue ad-
vancements in medical image reconstruction, algorithm developers and hardware architects
must work together to enable new and improved imaging systems.
In this dissertation, we take an in-depth look at two of the most popular imaging modali-
ties, ultrasound and MRI. Through careful benchmarking of each algorithmic component,
we identify the primary bottlenecks encountered in traditional parallel systems, such as
GPUs. We then partner with signal processing experts to rebuild the algorithms from the
ground up. Using a hardware-centric focus, we develop novel algorithmic modifications
and computational models which enable dramatic performance improvements when using
traditional architectures.
While improved algorithms go a long way toward enabling emerging imaging modalities,
not all applications can afford the space or power required by the racks of GPUs needed to
reconstruct images in real-time. With this in mind, we demonstrate the full performance
and power-saving potential of our algorithms by designing custom hardware accelerator
architectures for 3D ultrasound and MRI reconstruction. We obviate the memory subsystem
bottlenecks encountered in previous systems by doing away with the costly load-and-store
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paradigm to which standard architectures have historically adhered to. Using stall-free,
fully-pipelined hardware implementations, we achieve orders of magnitude improvements in
both performance (latency and throughput) and power efficiency versus traditional systems
and prior state-of-the-art research.
1.1 3D Ultrasound
Ultrasound is an imaging modality widely used for non-invasive diagnostics because of
its low transmit power, lack of ionizing radiation, and portability compared to X-ray and
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [48, 42]. Relying on the principle of sonic transmission
and reflection, ultrasound acts much like sonar and radar, transmitting sound waves into
target volumes by exciting a transducer array with an electronic pulse. As the sound
waves pass through the volume, partial reflections occur when the waves encounter tissue
interfaces; these reflections are then sampled by the transducer array. The raw reflection
signals collected by each transducer are used to reconstruct an image through a process
called beamforming, wherein the signals are filtered to coherently sum reflections that
originate from the numerous focal points within the image volume.
Beamforming is the most computationally expensive aspect of ultrasound imaging.
Identifying the samples within each receive signal that correspond to each focal point is
computationally expensive, as it requires numerous trigonometry calculations to calculate
the delay constants (indexes into the received signal). In 2D systems, these delays can be
trivially calculated ahead of time and stored in on-chip look-up tables to save power and
improve performance. Unfortunately, an exponential increase in the number of delays for
emerging 3D imaging applications precludes this possibility. Worse, the data rate found
in 3D systems—often over 500 Gbps—is too high to offload to an external machine for
reconstruction, instead requiring beamforming to occur within the ultrasound probe handle.
This in turn adds another layer of complexity: the probe handle’s power dissipation must be
kept under 5 W, as higher dissipation may burn the skin of the patient [44].
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Prior works have made great strides in lowering the computational complexity of ul-
trasound algorithms [64, 66, 63], delay approximation [44, 14], and custom accelerator
architectures [44, 14, 19, 18]. Unfortunately, even the most performant of these are only
able to reconstruct tens of volumes per second. Emerging 3D ultrasound applications in
cardiac imaging [37], vector flow imaging [23, 55], and shear wave elastography [50] require
extremely high volumetric image acquisition rates to track high frequency motion—orders
of magnitude higher than possible using prior approaches.
In the first half of this dissertation, we discuss our work on 3D ultrasound algorithmic
optimizations and hardware architectures. We first introduce Delay Compression, a novel de-
composition of the 3D plane-wave beamforming algorithm’s most computationally intensive
component: calculation of the round-trip delay constants. Applicable to 2D, 3D, and 3D-
Separable beamforming variants, Delay Compression reduces the number of delay constants
requiring distinct calculation by a factor equal to the number of receive transducers in the
ultrasound probe head—1024× using our 3D system parameters. Such a dramatic reduction
in computational requirements results not only in the algorithm mapping more efficiently to
traditional hardware accelerators, such as GPUs, but also enables first-of-its-kind custom
hardware solutions for applications with extremely tight power constraints and performance
requirements.
Next, we describe our work on TETRIS, a novel hardware accelerator for separable ultra-
sound beamforming that implements Delay Compression and enables volume acquisition
rates up to the physical limits of acoustic propagation delay. TETRIS operates in a streaming
fashion—without requiring on-chip storage of the entire receive signal—reconstructing
volumes in real-time. For a representative imaging task, TETRIS generates physics-limited
~13,000 volumes per second in an estimated ~2 W system power budget. The TETRIS
beamformer has an unprecedented power efficiency of 2.03 tera-beamforming operations
per watt (tera-BOPS)—an increase in efficiency of nearly 3× compared to the prior work.
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1.2 Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a computational imaging modality popular in
radiology due to its ability to enable high-resolution non-invasive imaging of anatomy.
While it is desirable to visualize physiological processes in a non-invasive manner for
diagnostic and post-operative care purposes, MRI historically suffers from long and often
uncomfortable scan times—MRI scans can generate sound levels up to 110 decibels and
take upwards of 90 minutes [13, 53].
To reduce scan time, MRI applications often rely on non-uniform, frequency-domain
sampling trajectories such as radial, spherical, and spiral. Unfortunately, these irregular
sampling patterns preclude use of the highly optimized Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
operations commonly found in reconstruction implementations. Instead, applications with
irregular sampling patterns turn to the Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT), an
extension of the FFT which enables computation over irregular data. The NuFFT transforms
data between the frequency and image domains using a three-step process: (1) interpolation
of the non-uniform samples onto or from a uniform grid, (2) a standard [uniform] FFT, and
(3) apodization, or weighting of the uniform data.
The time required to compute the NuFFT is dominated by the non-uniform interpolation
component, which is responsible for over 99% of the reconstruction time. Because each non-
uniform sample affects a window of non-contiguous memory locations, MRI reconstruction
algorithms often require nearly random reads and writes. With little spatial and temporal
locality available, NuFFT computation is severely limited by poor cache and memory
bandwidth utilization [47, 30, 32, 28, 3, 2].
Prior work has offered algorithmic optimizations which focus on the NuFFT’s perfor-
mance by optimizing the memory bandwidth utilization during the non-uniform interpolation
step. The most popular approach is a process called binning [24, 43]. Binning breaks the
uniform grid into tiles, presorting the non-uniform samples into bins based on which tiles
their interpolation windows intersect. Tile–bin pairs are then processed sequentially, with
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the tile held in on-chip memory to reduce the number of cache misses.
While the algorithmic optimizations available through binning have led to significant
speedups in both traditional processors and custom FPGA architectures [47, 38, 32, 31,
12, 3, 2], binning severely limits the amount of available parallelism. Paired with the
overhead of presorting the non-uniform samples and maintaining the bins, current NuFFT
implementations are insufficient to enable emerging MRI techniques requiring thousands or
even millions of NuFFT calls [6, 10].
In the second half of this dissertation, we focus on optimizing the non-uniform inter-
polations found in MRI reconstructions. We develop a novel grid decomposition model,
Slice-and-Dice, that obviates the presorting operations required by prior optimizations and
exposes more parallelism to existing hardware architectures. Using a tiled memory layout,
Slice-and-Dice results in a 1600× reduction in the number of boundary check operations
when using our system parameters. When implemented on a GPU, Slice-and-Dice achieves
significant improvements in terms of cache hit rate, latency, and occupancy compared to
prior state-of-the-art GPU implementations.
To highlight Slice-and-Dice’s full potential when paired with a custom memory subsys-
tem and computational pipeline, we implement JIGSAW, a streaming hardware architecture
for NuFFT acceleration. JIGSAW uses a mixture of fixed- and floating-point functional
units to form 2D array of stall-free pipelines, performing interpolations with M non-uniform
samples in approximately M cycles, irrespective of sampling pattern, interpolation kernel
width, or uniform grid size. To enable end-to-end NuFFT acceleration, JIGSAW imple-
ments a 2D radix-2 FFT and IFFT operations on top of the Slice-and-Dice tiled memory
layout. Processing up to eight FFTs in parallel, JIGSAW achieves unprecedented NuFFT
performance while simultaneously reducing power requirements by orders of magnitude.
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CHAPTER II
Delay Compression: Reducing Delay Calculation
Requirements for 3D Plane-Wave Ultrasound
2.1 Introduction
Ultrasound is computational imaging modality often used in medical diagnosis. Its low
cost, lack of ionizing radiation, and no known dangers or side effects provides a safe and
economical imaging method compared to modalities such as X-ray and MRI [48, 42], with
the added benefit of being amenable to parallel hardware.
Relying on the principle of sonic transmission and reflection, ultrasound acts much like
sonar and radar. In its most simplistic form, visualized in Figure 2.1, an array of transducers
located in the tip of an ultrasound probe handle transmits sound waves into the target volume
by exciting the transducers with an electronic pulse. These sound waves pass through and
partially reflect at tissue interfaces or scatter at inhomogeneities, with the scattered wave
radiating outward in an expanding spherical geometry. Reflections and scattered waves
are then captured by the transducer array by sampling the time-dependent intensity of the
signal; different tissue inhomogeneities and interfaces result in varying intensities. The raw
reflection signals collected by each transducer are then used to reconstruct a volumetric
image through a process called beamforming. In beamforming, the received signals are












Figure 2.1: Ultrasound basics: (1) a transducer probe transmits sound waves through a target
medium. (2) these waves come into contact with a target object, they cause partial reflections of the
sound waves which are then captured by the transducer probe. (3) the captured reflections are then
beamformed to reconstruct the image.
filtered to coherently sum reflections that originate from numerous focal points within the
image volume.
Beamforming is the most computationally expensive aspect of ultrasonic imaging. In
beamforming, the samples within each receive signal corresponding to each focal point
are identified based on the round-trip time-of-flight and the speed of sound. This distance
calculation requires using numerous trigonometry calculations for each focal point. More-
over, there is substantial data sharing and reuse, as each sample may contribute to numerous
voxels in the final volumetric image. Hence, although calculating each voxel is in principle
embarrassingly parallel, performing these computations efficiently while exploiting data
sharing is difficult.
Time-delay beamforming, one of the primary beamforming methods, calculates a time
delay for the propagation path from each transmit element to each focal point and then to
each receive element. For a target image of size MxMz focal points and a receive array of Nx
transducers, the number of required delays, and the associated computational complexity, is
MxMzNx. After sampling the reflected signals, the samples are commonly interpolated to
improve axial resolution without the power overhead of faster analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) [4]. After interpolation, samples corresponding to each pixel are selected using
























Figure 2.2: In the transmit mode, the waveforms are converted to analog form by a D/A converter,
amplified, and fed to the transducer elements. In the receive mode, the received signals undergo time
gain compensation to reduce the dynamic range and are then digitized by analog-to-digital converters
(ADC). The digitized signals are beamformed to form each scanline. After scan conversion and
post-processing techniques, the B-mode image is reconstructed.
the samples are multiplied by a weighting function. The weighting function accounts for
any lateral distance between the receive transducer and the transducer aligned with the
focal point in question, thereby improving focus and suppressing side lobes. Apodized
samples are then summed to form the final pixel. A flowchart showing a generic time-delay
beamforming algorithm is shown in Figure 2.2.
2.1.1 Transition from 2D to 3D
In 2D imaging, delays can be trivially precalculated and stored in lookup tables [34], but
the scale of 3D imaging has typically precluded such precomputation due to the vast number
of delays required. Moreover, the transition from 2D images to 3D volumes comes with
an exponential increase in computational complexity and raw data bandwidth. Given a 2D
receive aperture of 32×32 transducers and a 40 MHz sampling rate using 12-bit resolution,
the raw data bandwidth is nearly 500 Gbps per second. This bandwidth is too high for
a power-constrained platform, such as an ultrasound transducer probe, to transmit to an
ultrasound machine for processing in real-time—therefore requiring beamforming to be
tightly coupled to the transducers. This tight coupling complicates matters by requiring that
beamforming occur within the ultrasound probe handle, in close contact with the patient’s
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skin. If the probe handle dissipates more than ~5 W, including the beamformer, the resulting
heat could burn the patient’s skin [44].
2.1.2 Difficulties of High-Volume-Rate Ultrasound
Emerging 3D ultrasound applications in cardiac imaging [37], vector flow imaging [23,
55], and shear wave elastography [50] require extremely high volumetric image acquisition
rates to track high frequency motion. In 2D this has been achieved by precalculating the
round-trip delay values used in the beamforming process and storing them in look-up tables
(LUTs) instead of calculating them on the fly, or by offloading the data to external, power-
hungry machines to handle beamforming. However, due to the increased complexity of 3D
systems, these are no longer options—there are too many delays to store in on-chip look-up
tables, and the raw data bandwidth is too high to offload to a larger, more powerful machine.
To make matters worse, these applications also require large imaging apertures to capture
sufficient resolution in a large region of interest. The combination of a large receive aperture
(32×32 elements), large imaging volume (32×32×>1500 focal points), substantial precision
requirement (10-12 bit ADCs), and enormous volume rate (>10,000 volumes / sec) pose
a daunting computational requirement—straight-forward delay-and-sum beamforming is
intractable in real-time even with a large array of GPUs.
2.1.3 Reducing Computational Burden
To reduce the computational complexity of 3D ultrasound, researchers have proposed sep-
arable beamforming algorithms [64, 66, 63], which approximate traditional beamforming by
splitting it into two stages. Separable algorithms perform beamforming consecutively along
the two lateral image axes—first along the X-dimension, and then along the Y-dimension.
The two-stage process reduces the 2D grid of contributing transducers (multiplicative com-
plexity) for each voxel—a 3D pixel in the output volume—to two 1D arrays of contributing
transducers (additive complexity), while sacrificing little image clarity. Despite such algo-
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Table 2.1: 3D Plane-Wave System Parameters.
Property Value
Speed of sound (tissue), m/s 1540
TX / RX Pitch, µm 192.5 / 385
Transmit aperture size, transducers 128×96
Receive aperture size, transducers 32×32
Beamforming aperture size, transducers 32×32
Number of scanlines per stage 32×32
Stage 1 ADC input length, points 3,077
Stage 1 scanline output length (Mz), points 2,089
Stage 2 scanline output length (Mz), points 1,679
Maximum imaging depth, cm 6
Center frequency, MHz 4
6 dB transducer bandwidth, MHz 2
ADC sampling rate, MHz 40
rithmic advances, however, naı̈ve time-delay beamforming often remains impractical for 3D
applications, as delay calculations involve complicated trigonometry.
2.1.4 Contributions
In this chapter, we build upon the work in [64, 66], which proposed a separable variant of
the 3D plane-wave algorithm to reduce the computational complexity of plane-wave imaging.
To make the algorithm’s computational complexity even more tractable, and therefore more
amenable to hardware implementation, we present Delay Compression. Delay Compression
is a novel refinement of the 2D plane-wave imaging algorithm that enables drastic reduction
in the number of unique round-trip computations per volume. We then extend this reduction
to 3D for both non-separable and separable variants, demonstrating that this approach is
not limited to the 2D case. Our time-delay decomposition dramatically decreases hardware
complexity, increases performance, and lowers power requirements. In our 3D non-separable
system, Delay Compression achieves a 1024× reduction in the number of delays computed,
while our 3D-Separable implementation results in an asymptotic reduction in the number
of delays computed for the first and second stages—up to 1008× and 1006× reduction in








Figure 2.3: 3D plane-wave transmit and receive setup; overlapping beamforming apertures “step”
across the receive aperture, each creating a single scanline.
With the number of unique delays reduced by over three orders of magnitude, precalculation
and on-chip storage of delay constants for 3D systems becomes feasible for the first time,
enabling new architectural approaches to high-volume-rate ultrasound imaging.
2.2 Background
Plane-wave imaging is an ultrasound variant that utilizes a planar transmission scheme.
A large 2D array of transducers receive and sample the reflected signals, with each transducer
outputting a channel of samples. The receive array is divided into smaller, overlapping
2D sub-arrays called beamforming apertures, as seen in Figure 2.3. The channels within
each beamforming aperture contribute to voxels along a single scanline, or column of
voxels in the final volume. In this paper, we assume a receive array of MxMy transducers,
beamforming apertures of NxNy transducers, and a depth of Mz, resulting in a final volume
size of MxMyMz voxels.
Managing delay constants poses a significant challenge in many 3D ultrasound algo-
rithms, and plane-wave is no different. For separable plane-wave imaging with angled
compounding [64], which can produce high quality images with plane-wave transmits,
each firing angle requires a combined MxMzNxNy +MxMyMzNy delay constants for the two
beamforming stages. In Equations (2.1), (2.2), α and β are the elevational and lateral angles
of the plane, respectively. (mx,my,mz) are the coordinates of each focal point, (nx,ny) are
the coordinates of each receive transducer within the beamforming aperture, and (x0,y0,z0)
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is an arbitrary point on the plane at its origin; in this formulation, there is little symmetry
between beamforming apertures due to the varying firing angle of the plane.
dtx = (mx − x0)sinα cosβ + (my − y0)sinα sinβ + (mz − z0)cosα (2.1)
drx =
√
(mx−nx)2 +(my−ny)2 +m2z (2.2)
The high number of required delay constants is one of the principle difficulties of 3D
ultrasound in general, as it prohibits large beamforming apertures, receive volumes, and
depth combinations. Prior works [18, 19, 44, 46, 14, 15] have used specialized hardware
to approximate delays or share small components of the computation between focal points
to reduce the hardware requirements for beamforming, but all of these methods fall orders
of magnitude short of the target 1,000+ volumes per second for plane-wave applications.
Similarly, precomputing the delays and placing them in on-chip storage—or streaming them
from off-chip storage—is also prohibitive due to the sheer quantity required (millions of
delays per volume for large receive apertures); none of the prior approaches are sufficient
for high-volume-rate beamforming.
2.3 Delay Compression
To combat the computational requirements of high-volume-rate beamforming, we pro-
pose Delay Compression. Delay Compression recognizes additional symmetry between
the round-trip times for all focal points, thereby allowing us to drastically reduce the total
number of computations required for each volume. At a high level, Delay Compression
works by breaking the transmission component of the round-trip distance calculation into
two pieces, which we call dtx1 and dtx2. dtx1 is a set of unique distances from the plane-
wave’s origin to the first focal point along each scanline, where mz = 0, hereafter referred to
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as the base of each scanline, while dtx2 is a set of distances calculated from when the plane
is touching the base of a single scanline to each focal point along that scanline. One dtx1
distance corresponds to each scanline, and the set of dtx2 distances is shared between all
scanlines—the dtx1 distance acts as an offset for the dtx2 distances within each beamforming
aperture. To thoroughly explain Delay Compression, we will work our way through its
function in plane-wave’s 2D, 3D non-separable, and finally 3D-Separable [64, 66] variants.
2.3.0.1 Delay Compression in 2D
In its most simplistic form, plane-wave ultrasound fires a planar pulse directly into
the target medium with an elevational angle of 0°, MxMzNx round-trip delays, and a final
image size of MxMz. In this case the delay decomposition is straight-forward, as all of the
transmission and reflection distances are equal—the distance from the plane’s origin to the
base of each scanline, dtx1, is 0 for all scanlines. Equations (2.3), (2.4) demonstrate that the
transmission distance does not vary across scanlines, so round-trip distance calculations can
be shared—reducing the number of unique delays to MzNx.




Figure 2.4 illustrates the symmetry. In the figure, the transmission distance is identical
for each focal point that lies at the same depth mz. With this in mind, distances a, b, and c
need to be computed only once for all scanlines, resulting in a single shared set of distance
values. The same is true for the reflection distances: since each beamforming aperture is
centered on the scanline it produces, the distances from each focal point on the scanline to
each transducer within the beamforming aperture are identical across apertures.





























Figure 2.4: X-Z slice of the image space showing a 2D component of Delay Compression. Unique
transmit distances a, b, and c represent the shared dtx distances from the plane to focal points mz
along each scanline.
symmetry for delay reduction, there are cases, such as improving image quality through
coherent compounding, which require transmits at varying elevational angles—resulting in
MxMzNx delay calculations. Equations (2.5), (2.6) show how the transmission and reflection
distances are calculated for planar transmits with non-0° elevation angle α .




For angled transmits, the transmit distance for each focal point at the same mz depth
depends on the scanline to which the focal point belongs. To recover the symmetry available
in the 0° case, we use Delay Compression to decompose the transmission distance into two
components, which we call dtx1 and dtx2. dtx1 addresses the angle dependency by capturing
the unique distance from the plane-wave’s origin to the base of each scanline, from which
the distances to each focal point are again equal across scanlines. By setting the value mz in
Equation (2.5) to 0, we find the distance from the plane-wave’s origin to the first focal point
in each scanline. We then set mx equal to x0 and z0 equal to 0, essentially transforming the
origin of the coordinate system to the base of the scanline. The 2D variant of the transmit










Figure 2.5: X-Z slice of the image space showing a 2D component of Delay Compression. Unique
dtx1 distances are shown in d1 and d2, while a, b, and c represent the shared dtx2 distances from the
plane to focal points mz along each scanline.
dtx1 = (mx− x0)sinα− z0 cosα (2.7)
dtx2 = mz cosα (2.8)
Figure 2.5 again illustrates our delay decomposition, this time with an elevational angle
of α . In this example, dtx1 distances d1 and d2 vary, but the dtx2 distances a, b, and c are
constant across scanlines. By computing one dtx1 value for each scanline and a single set of
dtx2 values, all of the unique transmission distances can be recomputed by simply adding the
dtx1 values to the set of dtx2 values—reducing the number of unique delays to Mx +MzNx.
2.3.0.2 Delay Compression in 3D
3D plane-wave ultrasound requires drastically more round-trip calculations per volume
than the 2D case. The coordinate system used for 3D plane-wave ultrasound includes both
an elevational angle α and lateral angle β , as shown in Figure 2.6. This additional angle
results in the number of delay calculations increasing to MxMyMzNxNy.
3D Non-Separable. We implement Delay Compression in the 3D non-separable plane-
wave algorithm much like 2D, decomposing the distance calculation into a base component
and a distance along the scanline, sharing the latter across all scanlines. First, we again
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Figure 2.6: Coordinate system and angle definition of 3D plane-wave system with coherent com-
pounding.
0—translating the coordinate system to the base of the scanline and facilitating calculation
of dtx2. This breakdown can be seen in Equations (2.9), (2.10).
dtx1 = (mx− x0)sinα cosβ +(my− y0)sinα sinβ − z0 cosα (2.9)
dtx2 = mz cosα (2.10)
With this decomposition, the unique delays are reduced to MxMy+MzNxNy—nearly a 1024x
reduction under our system parameters.
3D-Separable. Separable 3D plane-wave imaging [66, 64] is a technique designed to
reduce calculations by splitting beamforming into two sequential steps—first performing
beamforming along the X-axis, and then along the Y-axis. The original implementation
of separable 3D plane-wave imaging entails a computational complexity of MxMzNxNy
for the first stage and MxMyMzNy for the second stage. Although this reduction is already
significant, Delay Compression can further reduce the number of required calculations to
only MxMy +MzNx for the first stage and MxMy +MzNy for the second stage. By using 3D-
Separable plane-wave imaging and Delay Compression in tandem, 3D ultrasound complexity
is reduced to a point where on-chip integration is achievable without compromising image
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Table 2.2: Delay Calculations Required — per angle.
2D Flat 53,728
2D Angled 1,719,296
2D Angled Compressed 53,760
3D 1,760,559,104
3D Compressed 1,720,320
3D-Separable (stage 1) 68,452,352
3D-Separable (stage 2) 55,017,472
3D-Separable Compressed (stage 1) 67,872
3D-Separable Compressed (stage 2) 54,752
quality or exceeding the power requirements of the ultrasound probe handle.
Delay Compression drastically reduces the number of delay calculations required in 2D,
3D, and 3D-Separable variants of the plane-wave algorithm. By reducing the number of
calculations, far less work is needed in order to reconstruct images or volumes—directly
affecting the hardware complexity and power requirements for the reconstruction process.
The exact number of delay calculations required by each variant when using our system
parameters is shown in Table 2.2.
2.4 Evaluation
2.4.1 Image Quality
We verify Delay Compression image quality using visual comparison of 2D volume
slices and the calculated Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) of simulated cyst phantoms. CNR
is a standard metric for comparing ultrasound image quality [41, 54, 5] where the contrast
resolution of the echoic (tissue) and anechoic (cyst) regions are compared under the effects
of clutter and receiver noise (outside interference that produces image artifacts); higher CNR
values indicate better image quality. The purpose of this validation is to confirm that Delay
Compression’s decomposition does not degrade image quality relative to that of traditional
double-precision floating-point calculations.
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Table 2.3: Anechoic Cyst CNR — 13-angle compounding.
3D Implementation Cyst 1 Cyst 2 Cyst 3
Non-Separable (doubles) 3.0916 3.1008 2.5766
Non-Separable Compressed (doubles) 3.0916 3.1008 2.5766
Separable (doubles) 3.0687 3.1141 2.5646
Separable Compressed (doubles) 3.0466 3.1006 2.6017
To validate that Delay Compression does not reduce image quality, we recreate the
simulations described by Yang et al. [64] with our new Delay Compression method in Field
II [20, 22]. Figure 2.7 and Table 2.3 show the results of simulations with both non-separable
and separable beamforming algorithms with anechoic cysts at depths of 13 mm, 23 mm, and
33 mm to demonstrate image quality when using the different plane-wave algorithm variants.
Non-separable beamforming reconstructs the volume in a single step, where each voxel
has 32∗32 = 1024 contributing samples, whereas separable beamforming reconstructs the
volumes in two sequential steps, with 32+32 = 64 contributing samples per voxel. The
system parameters used for these simulations are given in Table 2.1; the firing angles are
(α,β ) ∈ {(0◦,0◦),(3◦,0◦),(6◦,0◦),(9◦,0◦),(3◦,90◦),(6◦,90◦),(9◦,90◦),(3◦,180◦),
(6◦,180◦),(9◦,180◦),(3◦,270◦),(6◦,270◦),(9◦,270◦)}.
As seen in Figure 2.8, Delay Compression reduces calculation requirements by over
1000× for all methods. In terms of per-firing-angle storage or bandwidth savings (assuming
14-bit delay values), Delay Compression saves ~2.9 MB for 2D, ~3 GB for 3D non-separable,
and ~216 MB for 3D-Separable implementations under our system parameters. This drastic
reduction enables on-chip storage of delay constants for 3D applications for the first time,
allowing new architectures and algorithmic approaches to be considered.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed Delay Compression, a novel delay decomposition for
























(b) Non-separable Delay Compression (doubles);























(d) Separable Delay Compression (doubles);
122,624 delay constants per angle
Figure 2.7: 2D slices of simulated 3D cyst phantoms using non-separable and separable plane-wave
beamforming with 13-angle coherent compounding.
for the 2D, 3D, and 3D-Separable variants of the plane-wave algorithm. By splitting the
planar transmit component of the round-trip distance calculation into a per-scanline offset
and sharing the second component between scanlines, Delay Compression offers reductions
in the number of unique delay constants required of up to 1024× when using our system
parameters. The computational complexity reductions offered by Delay Compression enable
pre-computation of the delays required by 3D systems for the first time, opening the door to















2D 3D Non-separable 3D Separable
Normal # Delays # Delays using Delay Compression
Figure 2.8: Delay requirements across plane-wave algorithm variants. Mz is 1,679 points for both
2D and 3D non-separable, while Mz for 3D-Separable has 2,089 points for the first stage and 1,679
points for the second stage.
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CHAPTER III
TETRIS: A Streaming Accelerator for Physics-Limited 3D
Plane-Wave Ultrasound Imaging
3.1 Introduction
3D ultrasound is an imaging modality that has seen increased use in medical appli-
cations due to its low risk potential compared to X-ray and MRI [45]. Emerging 3D
ultrasound applications in cardiac imaging [37], vector flow imaging [23, 55], and shear
wave elastography [50] require extremely high volumetric image acquisition rates to track
high frequency motion. These applications also require large imaging apertures to capture
sufficient resolution in a large region of interest. Worse, the combination of a large receive
aperture (32×32 elements), large imaging volume (32×32×~1680 focal points), substantial
precision requirement (10-12 bit ADCs), and enormous volume rate (up to 13,020 volumes
per second) poses a daunting computational requirement—straight-forward delay-and-sum
beamforming is intractable even with a rack full of GPUs. The transducers’ raw data rate is
so high (~500 Gbps) that beamforming must be tightly coupled to the transducers. However,
this tight coupling implies that beamforming must occur in the ultrasound probe handle,
in close contact with the patient’s skin. If the beamforming system dissipates more than
approximately 5 W, it could burn the patient [44].
The work described in this section was published in DAC 2019 [60] and IEEE TC 2020 [59].
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Because beamforming—identifying the samples within each receive signal that cor-
respond to each focal point—is the most computationally expensive aspect of 3D ultra-
sound [44], substantial work has been done on algorithms and computational architectures
to make it tractable [65, 66]. Straight-forward time-delay beamforming calculates a time
delay for the propagation path from each transmit element to each focal point to each receive
element. For a target volume of size MxMyMz focal points and a receive array of NxNy
transducers, the number of required delays, and the associated computational complexity, is
MxMyMzNxNy. To reduce computational complexity, researchers have proposed separable
beamforming algorithms [64, 66, 63], which approximate traditional beamforming by split-
ting it into two stages, beamforming consecutively along the two lateral image axes. The
two-stage process reduces the 2D grid of contributing transducers for each voxel (multiplica-
tive complexity) to two 1D arrays of contributing transducers (additive complexity), while
sacrificing little image clarity.
3.1.1 3D Ultrasound in Custom Hardware
Despite such algorithmic advances, however, naı̈ve time-delay beamforming remains
impractical, as delay calculations involve complex trigonometry. In 2D imaging, delays can
be trivially stored in lookup tables [34], but the scale of 3D imaging has typically precluded
such precomputation due to the vast number of delays required. Prior works have proposed
a variety of algorithms [66, 64] and custom hardware architectures [44, 14, 19, 18] to reduce
the computational burden of the delay calculation. Sonic Millip3De [44] used a multiplexed
128×96 transducer array, sampling 1024 elements per firing, and approximated the delay
values using a piecewise function. The key to Sonic Millip3De’s approach was that the delta
function between adjacent focal points formed a smooth curve, which could be approximated
accurately in hardware using only additions. The piecewise approximation function, paired
with an iterative approach to image reconstruction, produced up to 32 volumes per second
while consuming only 15 W of power [63]. Hager et al. [14] designed Ekho, a beamformer
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which fully samples a 100×100 element array and reduces computational burden through a
novel computational sharing technique. Somewhat similar to Sonic Millip3De’s piecewise
approximation, Ekho implements a hybrid square-root algorithm to share portions of the
delay calculation between focal points, requiring only incremental computation for each
successive round-trip calculation. With this approach, Ekho is able to achieve 15 volumes
per second in a power budget of 30.3 W. An approach that uses a look-up table and
approximates the delay calculations to reduce complexity was proposed for another 100×100
array in [19, 18], relying on a piecewise approximation of the square root function. Using a
combination of on-the-fly approximation and table-based steering, Ibrahim et al. achieve
a rate of 15-30 volumes per second using a state-of-the-art Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). Unfortunately, while all of these systems demonstrated novel approaches to
low-power distance calculation, all fall orders of magnitude short in achieving the 1,000+
volumes per second target for cardiac, vector flow imaging, and shear wave elastography
applications.
3.1.2 Contributions
In this chapter, we describe TETRIS, a digital beamforming accelerator for high-volume-
rate 3D plane-wave imaging. The TETRIS architecture is built around two primary com-
ponents: First, TETRIS implements Delay Compression, our novel delay decomposition
scheme that builds upon prior separable beamforming [64, 66] to exploit additional symme-
tries that arise in plane-wave imaging. With the number of unique delays reduced by over
three orders of magnitude through Delay Compression, precalculation and on-chip storage
of delay constants for 3D systems became feasible for the first time. In contrast to the other
works, where delays were approximated using on-the-fly calculations, TETRIS uses this
decomposition to reconstruct image volumes in a streaming fashion with no delay calculation
or approximation performed on-chip—drastically reducing power and hardware complexity
requirements. TETRIS takes Delay Compression a step further by converting precomputed
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delays into a specialized bit vector encoding, enabling on-chip storage or streaming of the
delay constants as needed. With no on-the-fly calculation of delays, TETRIS effectively
eliminates the most computationally intensive aspect of prior beamforming accelerators.
Second, TETRIS incorporates a novel hardware functional unit, the TETRIS RESERVA-
TION STATION (RS), which aligns time-delayed samples across receive channels for the
beamsum operation. We name this unit after the popular 80s-era video game because its
operation is conceptually similar to the game—as sample values “fall to the bottom” of a
conceptual 2D grid, a delay-aligned horizontal row is “cleared” and sent for accumulation
when the row is fully populated. The TETRIS RS removes the need for on-chip storage of
the receive signal, enabling arbitrary imaging depth and facilitating volume rates that reach
physics limits.
By joining the Delay Compression decomposition with the TETRIS RESERVATION
STATION (RS) in specialized processing pipelines, TETRIS achieves physics-limited beam-
forming rates for a fixed sampling rate. This means that image reconstruction is not limited
by computational power, but rather the round-trip acoustical propagation speed of sound.
The theoretical volume rate for any imaging depth can be approximated by dividing the
round-trip distance for a given imaging depth by the speed of sound, or using the equa-
tion 1/(depth∗2/c), where c is the speed of sound (1540 m/s in human tissue). Given a
3077-sample ADC channel data obtained for a 6 cm imaging depth, TETRIS reconstructs
13,000 volumes per second; shallower/deeper imaging results in higher/lower volume rates,
respectively.
In summary, we contribute:
• A bit vector encoding for compressed delays, making on-chip storage of precomputed
delays feasible.
• The TETRIS RS, a novel functional unit that buffers incomplete voxels for single-pass,








Figure 3.1: 3D plane-wave transmit and receive setup; overlapping beamforming apertures “step”
across the receive aperture, each creating a single scanline.
• TETRIS, a streaming plane-wave beamforming accelerator for separable plane-wave
ultrasound capable of physics-limited volume reconstruction with a power consump-
tion of only 645 mW in 16 nm technology.
3.2 Background
Plane-wave ultrasound imaging uses a flat-plane (unfocused) transmission scheme to
achieve high volume rates. A large 2D transducer array samples the reflected signals,
with each receive channel digitizing the signal from one transducer. The large receive
array is divided into smaller, overlapping 2D sub-arrays called beamforming apertures
(see Figure 3.1). The channels within each beamforming aperture contribute to a single
scanline—an axial column in the final volumetric image. The receive array comprises MxMy
transducers, while the beamforming apertures include NxNy transducers; with a depth of Mz,
the resulting image is MxMyMz voxels.
Managing delay constants poses a significant challenge in many 3D ultrasound algo-
rithms, and plane-wave is no different. For separable plane-wave imaging with angled
compounding [64], each firing angle requires a combined MxMzNxNy+MxMyMzNy delay con-
stants for the two beamforming stages. The exact delay calculations for each focal point and
firing angle are given in Equations (3.1) and (3.2). In these equations, (mx,my,mz) are the
coordinates of each focal point, (nx,ny) are the coordinates of each receive transducer within
the beamforming aperture. The plane’s firing angle is defined by α—the angle between the z
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axis and the normal vector, β—the angle between the x axis and the projection of the normal
vector on the xy plane, and (x0,y0,z0)—an arbitrary point on the plane at its origin. In this
formulation, there is little symmetry between beamforming apertures due to the varying
angle of the transmit plane. The transmit distance dtx represents how far the plane must
propagate to reach a point within the target volume, while drx represents the distance the
reflection must travel to reach the transducers within the associated beamforming aperture.
dtx = (mx− x0)sinα cosβ +(my− y0)sinα sinβ +(mz− z0)cosα (3.1)
drx =
√
(mx−nx)2 +(my−ny)2 +m2z (3.2)
The high number of required delay constants is one of the difficulties of 3D ultrasound
in general, as it precludes combinations of large beamforming aperture, receive volume
size, imaging depth, and volume formation rate. On-chip delay storage, or streaming them
from off-chip storage, is prohibitive due to their sheer quantity, and the complexity of
the trigonometric equations makes calculating them on the fly impractical due to power
constraints.
3.2.1 Delay Compression
Prior works [44, 63, 66] attempt to reduce on-chip delay storage by approximating the
delays using a piece-wise function and an associated on-chip delay calculation unit for
each channel. However, this approach overlooks an opportunity for delay sharing between
beamforming apertures in plane-wave imaging. For example, in the approach of Yang et
al. [64], some components of the distance calculation do not actually depend on the original
position or angle of the transmitted plane-wave. In fact, the reflection distance equation
is identical for every beamforming aperture, and the transmit distance differs only up to
the point where the plane-wave touches the first focal point along each scanline (where










Figure 3.2: X-Z slice of the image space showing a 2D component of Delay Compression. Unique
dtx1 distances are shown in d1 and d2, while a, b, and c represent the shared dtx2 distances from the
plane to focal points mz along each scanline.
decomposition, which we call Delay Compression, is visualized in Figure 3.2. The initial
distance dtx1 is calculated by setting mz to 0 in Equation 3.1, giving us the distance from the
plane’s origin to the first focal point in each scanline. We then calculate dtx2 by setting x0,
y0, and z0 equal to mx, my, and 0 respectively, eliminating terms that depend on x and y:
dtx1 = (mx− x0)sinα cosβ +(my− y0)sinα sinβ − z0 cosα (3.3)
dtx2 = mz cosα (3.4)
By breaking the transmit distance into two components, dtx1 and dtx2, we gain additional
symmetry between beamforming apertures. Distance dtx1 measures from the plane’s origin
to the “base” of each scanline (where mz is 0), while dtx2 measures from that point to each
focal point along the line. This symmetry allows us to share a single dtx2 calculation across
all beamforming apertures.
Whereas Delay Compression can be applied to both separable and non-separable plane-
wave beamforming algorithms, we focus on the separable variant, as it significantly reduces
the computational—and therefore the power—requirements of a beamforming hardware
accelerator. For the separable algorithm, Delay Compression reduces the number of delays
to MxMy+MzNx and MxMyNx+MzNy for the first and second stages, respectively. For the
imaging parameters we evaluate (see Table 3.1), Delay Compression yields savings of 1008×
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Table 3.1: 3D Plane-Wave System Parameters.
Property Value
Speed of sound (tissue), m/s 1540
TX / RX Pitch, µm 192.5 / 385
Transmit aperture size, transducers 128×96
Receive aperture size, transducers 32×32
Beamforming aperture size, transducers 32×32
Number of scanlines per stage 32×32
Stage 1 ADC input length, points 3,077
Stage 1 scanline output length (Mz), points 2,089
Stage 2 scanline output length (Mz), points 1,679
Maximum imaging depth, cm 6
Center frequency, MHz 4
6 dB transducer bandwidth, MHz 2
ADC sampling rate, MHz 40
and 636× for the first and second stages. The significant reduction makes it feasible to store
the delay constants on-chip or stream them from memory without exorbitant bandwidth
requirements, which in turn enables new approaches to beamforming hardware design.
3.3 TETRIS Microarchitecture
We next describe TETRIS, our 3D-Separable plane-wave beamforming accelerator,
which uses Delay Compression and the TETRIS RESERVATION STATION (RS) to enable
single-pass, depth-agnostic, physics-limited volume reconstruction in a fully streaming
architecture.
Digital time-delay beamforming generally comprises five steps: (1) digitizing the input
channels, (2) up-sampling received signals via interpolation, (3) selecting—through calcu-
lation of the round-trip delays—the samples corresponding to each voxel, (4) apodizing
selected samples to improve focus and suppress side lobes, and (5) summing apodized
samples across channels to obtain voxel intensity. Time-delay beamforming is amenable
to massive parallelization across both channels and voxels. Nevertheless, the load-store
interface of conventional data parallel architectures, such as GPUs, is a poor match for
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Figure 3.3: Scaled-down depiction of TETRIS with one slice of eight pipelines (a-h). New samples
arrive at a fixed rate, while the core of the pipeline is clocked 8× faster, allowing samples to rotate
across all pipelines via the barrel shift stage. Samples matching each focal point are selected
according to the pre-computed bit-vector (a) in the select stage, and are then passed to the TETRIS
RS (b) for temporary storage. As the “bottom” row fills, samples are sent to the apodization and
accumulation modules to compute a single voxel; once filled, the bottom row is “dropped” and
erased.
beamforming. If channel data are mapped to memory, each volume requires more than 100
million address calculation and load operations, rendering volume rates in excess of 1,000
per second impossible.
Prior 3D beamforming hardware [45] instead abstracts each incoming channel as a
stream and selects samples that correspond to consecutive focal points along a scanline as
the samples arrive from memory, without explicit loads or address calculation. Nevertheless,
prior designs required large functional units to calculate the time-delay delta between
consecutive focal points along a scanline. These delay estimation units dominate the
hardware and limit performance to at most a few tens of volumes per second [63].
TETRIS achieves high volume rates within the tight power constraints of a hand-held
system by exploiting Delay Compression to enable delay precomputation, eliminating the
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need for on-the-fly approximation. TETRIS comprises 1024 pipelines broken into 32 slices of
32 pipelines each, wherein each slice processes one row (or column) of transducer channels
and each pipeline processes a single scanline; a simplified diagram depicting one slice with
eight pipelines (labeled a through h) is shown in Figure 3.3. TETRIS exploits that, under
separable beamforming, only the receive channels in the same row and slice contribute to a
corresponding row of scanlines, while channels in different rows/slices do not interact—this
dramatically simplifies the data sharing requirements between pipelines.
3.3.1 Pipeline Stages
The following subsections describe each of the TETRIS pipeline stages that comprise the
five steps of digital time-delay beamforming; the chosen ordering of the stages ensures that
no duplicate work occurs.
ADC Sampling, Interpolation, and Data Sharing. In each slice, incoming 12-bit
samples arrive in each channel at 40 MHz from the analog front-end (top of Figure 3.3). The
samples are then up-sampled via 4× linear interpolation to create 4-wide sample vectors; this
up-sampling improves axial resolution while keeping power requirements of the ADCs from
becoming prohibitive. Since samples from each vector potentially contribute to focal points
in multiple scanlines, all 32 of these 4-sample vectors must be processed by all 32 pipelines.
The “barrel shift” stage rotates the sample vectors laterally across pipelines within a slice,
shifting by one position each cycle. The interpolator and subsequent stages are clocked
32× faster (1.28 GHz) than the ADC sampling rate (40 MHz), so each sample vector visits
each pipeline once before the next input sample arrives from the ADCs. This 32× increase
in processing frequency vs sampling frequency allows for beamforming aperture sizes of
up to 32; i.e., 32 samples contribute to each output voxel, one from each channel. For
smaller beamforming apertures, the clock speed multiplier can be lowered—for example,
a beamforming aperture size of 20 only requires a clock speed of 800 megahertz in order




Point dtx1 dtx1 Offset dtx2 drx Shared Index τ
c 6.3470E-04 16 1.7126E-01 1.1417E-01 7413
b 6.3470E-04 16 1.2556E-01 8.3706E-02 5435
a 6.3470E-04 16 8.0425E-02 5.3616E-02 3481
7413 bits
Figure 3.4: Bit vector construction example: first the distances from the plane-wave’s origin to the
focal points are calculated and converted into an index into the sample stream. These indexes are
then converted into the offset and bit vector, with a 1 in the bit vector corresponding to each index
value and a 0 corresponding to all values between indexes. These points lie along a single scanline;
other scanlines may have different dtx1 offsets depending on the firing angle.
shows an example state after six rotations, where vector a is in pipeline c.
Sample Selection using Bit Vectors. Each cycle, the “select” stage in each pipeline
determines if any of the samples in the current vector contribute to focal points in its
scanline. By using Delay Compression, we are able to compute the delays offline, with
the dtx1 offsets being pre-loaded into each pipeline’s select stage. While storage of the
raw delay values is now possible, we recognize that storing direct indices is inefficient
due to the need for designing the memory structure to fit the largest (i.e., the greatest
number of bits) values, even though the difference from one value to another is very small.
Given that a 4× interpolation factor was used, on average only one out of four samples will
correspond to a focal point. Therefore, in order to further reduce hardware complexity, we
store the shared delays (the sum of dtx2 and drx) in a bit vector, where a one indicates that a
sample corresponds to a focal point, while a zero indicates the sample should be discarded
(i.e., it falls between focal points). This representation removes the need to allocate space
based on the largest possible value, and further reduces hardware complexity by removing
the need for additional decrementers, turning the selection process into a simple Boolean
check. Figure 3.4 shows an example of the shared bit vector and a dtx1 offset for a single
receive channel. As incoming samples are presented to the select stage, the dtx1 offsets are
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Figure 3.5: Example channel data; each colored curve represents a reflection from a unique focal
point in the image space.
decremented; all samples are discarded while the offset is non-zero. Once the offsets reach
zero, the selection process begins using the shared bit vector, which can be stored on-chip or
streamed from off-chip and broadcast to the pipelines in parallel. The selection process for
the e vector in pipeline h is depicted in Figure 3.3(a); bits that are set in the delay vector s
indicate which corresponding samples should be selected.
TETRIS RESERVATION STATION (RS). Selected samples then flow into the TETRIS
RS in each pipeline; the one for pipeline h is shown in Figure 3.3(b). Due to the curvature of
the reflected signals, shown in Figure 3.5, the samples for each voxel still arrive offset in
time, so a mechanism is needed to store them until summation can occur. As anywhere from
zero to four samples may be selected each cycle (depending on depth), the temporary storage
must allow for a variable number of writes per cycle without wasting space or incurring
write port conflicts. The TETRIS RS is a 4-way banked register file logically arranged as a
2D grid, where columns correspond to input channels and rows are split round-robin across
banks. There is a single write port that writes to up to four consecutive entries (i.e., across
the four banks) in a single column each cycle, and a single read port that reads a single entry
from the 2D array.
Conceptually, the unit acts as a 2D circular buffer, with one column allocated for each
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input data channel in the beamforming aperture. Arriving samples “fall down” the column
corresponding to their receive channel to fill in the lowest-indexed empty cells (much like
falling Tetris blocks). A tail pointer indicating the row index for the next write is maintained
for each column, and a single column is written each cycle (up to 4 entries). Incoming
samples arrive along with an index indicating from which input channel they are arriving;
this index is used to determine to which column the samples should be written. Each row
holds samples corresponding to a specific voxel, with a single global head pointer that points
to the current row (or voxel) being processed. As the “bottom” row of the array fills, samples
are read out, one per cycle, and sent to the apodization unit. Once the entire row has been
read, the global head pointer is incremented, “dropping” the completed row (again, much
like the game Tetris). Since each voxel will consist of the same number of samples, there is
no need to reset the values in the dropped row—they will simply be overwritten by future
values when the tail pointer for each column wraps back around.
Apodization and Accumulation. As samples are read from the TETRIS RS, they are
apodized to reduce side lobes and improve focusing. Apodization involves multiplying each
sample with a channel-specific weight; the set of channel-specific weights are pre-loaded
into each apodization unit, and do not change unless the beamforming aperture size is reset.
Although a 4× interpolation factor is used, only a single multiplier is required for each
apodization unit since the TETRIS RS will only output a single sample per cycle.
After apodization, samples then pass to the accumulation unit, which sums samples
from a particular TETRIS RS row. Once an entire row has been accumulated—as indicated
by a counter reaching the configured beamforming aperture size—the final value is sent to
either the second beamforming stage or to memory. Our approach minimizes apodization
and accumulation operations, which account for a large portion of the system’s power.
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3.3.2 TETRIS RS + Multiply-and-Accumulate.
One argument against using a 2D structure for buffering incoming samples is that,
in the near-field (i.e., small imaging depths), the curvature of the reflected wave fronts
arriving at the transducer array is high. As a consequence, the center columns in the 2D
reservation station structure fill before the outer columns, creating an imbalance in the
capacity requirement across columns. In situations where near-field imaging is required, the
“height” of the 2D structure must ensure that the center columns do not overflow before the
edges are complete—an inefficient use of storage since there may be many registers that are
never used in the upper corners of the structure. Instead of a 2D register file structure, we
can integrate the TETRIS RS, apodization unit, and accumulation unit into a single TETRIS
Multiply-and-Accumulate (MAC) unit with a single storage array. Conceptually, the single
column is still addressed as if it were a 2D structure, while the physical implementation
comprises a linear register file. This implementation allows for far fewer storage slots
since apodization and accumulation occur as the samples arrive, rather than staging them in
temporary memory.
However, since we now must be able to apodize and accumulate up to four samples
per cycle—as there is no way to buffer incoming samples from the select unit—four MAC
units are required per pipeline. The required size of the new accumulation array depends on
several factors, including the beamforming aperture size, the minimum imaging depth, and
the location of the plane-wave’s origin. In this work we use an accumulation array with 64
entries, which is sufficient to support the “height” of the reflection curvature for a minimum
imaging depth of 6.5 mm.
3.3.3 System Integration
We next describe how the TETRIS beamforming accelerator can be integrated into a
complete hand-held 3D ultrasound system. Like prior designs [44, 64], we rely on 3D die
stacking to enable integration of analog, digital, and memory components with sufficient
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interconnect bandwidth; through-silicon vias (TSVs) allow for efficient transmission of the
raw data between stacked layers. The complete beamforming system requires a 4- or 5-layer
die-stacked structure comprising a layer of 128×96 capacitive micromachined ultrasonic
transducers (CMUTs) on the face of the ultrasound probe, the ADCs and their associated
amplifiers, one or two TETRIS beamforming accelerators, and a 12.5 MB eDRAM layer
that acts as a buffer for completed volumes and facilitates compounding.
Since the separable plane-wave algorithm performs beamforming along the X- and
Y-dimensions in sequence, TETRIS can be deployed in two different ways to address this
requirement. In the first approach, the die stack includes a single TETRIS accelerator. In
this configuration, the single TETRIS accelerator processes each volume twice, with the
intermediate volume buffered in the eDRAM array until the first stage has completed and
then passed back into the accelerator to handle the second stage. However, this approach
halves the attainable volume acquisition rate, as the transducers must remain idle while the
accelerator processes the intermediate volume from the eDRAM array. The second approach
is to create a system which includes two TETRIS accelerators, rotated 90° with respect to
each other to accommodate beamforming in both lateral dimensions in sequence. While
having two TETRIS accelerators also doubles the power consumption of the beamforming
layer, this design can achieve a physics-limited volume rate while still meeting the target
power budget.
3.4 Evaluation
We first demonstrate why a hardware accelerator is needed for plane-wave ultrasound
by reviewing beamforming performance on existing computational platforms. We then
validate the TETRIS design in two parts. First, we evaluate the power and area requirements
of a TETRIS system in an industrial 16 nm node, showing that we meet the 5 W power
budget deemed safe for contact with human skin. Second, we confirm the image quality of
the hardware design against ideal beamforming using Field II [21, 20, 22], a widely-used
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Table 3.2: System Performance — volumes per second.
Beamforming Aperture: 20 25 32 Power*
TETRIS (2×)† 13,020 13,020 13,020 1.29 W
Nvidia Titan XP (doubles) 103.3 91.5 75.1 33.81 kW
Nvidia Titan XP (floats) 108.2 96.7 81.1 33.81 kW
TI C6678 DSP [29] 36.7 29.4 23.0 5.79 kW
Matlab extension for modeling ultrasound physics, and verify that JIGSAW’s 12-bit fixed-
point pipeline does not reduce image quality when compared to standard implementations.
3.4.1 Why a[nother] Specialized Accelerator?
To demonstrate why new approaches are needed to achieve physics—rather than computation—
limited volume acquisition rates for 3D ultrasound, we briefly consider what it would take to
perform beamforming on conventional computational platforms. The overall performance
of the conventional platforms and the TETRIS system are compared in Table 3.2.
DSP. The TI C6678 is a state-of-the-art Digital Signal Processor (DSP) that is specifically
marketed for medical imaging applications [52]. A study performed with the C6678 found
that a single DSP can output a 4096-point scanline for a 512-transducer array in 740 µs
when using a state-of-the-art algorithm and a 1.0 GHz clock frequency [29]. We scale this
result to estimate the time per scanline for our separable plane-wave algorithm, estimating
that the C6678 requires 23.58 µs for the first stage and 18.96 µs for the second stage,
resulting in a total of 42.54 µs per scanline for our target system and imaging parameters
(see Table 3.1). Using this back-of-the-envelope calculation, we estimate the C6678 will
produce a single volume in 43.56 ms. To achieve 13,000 volumes per second—where the
round-trip time of the transmitted signal is the limiting factor—requires the use of 568
DSPs, with a staggering 5.79 kW power consumption [51]. The need for explicit memory
addressing and load instructions makes a DSP-based solution untenable for such volume
rates.
GPU. To evaluate performance on high-end Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), we
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implement 3D plane-wave beamforming on an Nvidia Titan XP. Since there is no known
method of offloading data to an external machine for high-volume-rate processing, we as-
sume zero-cost instantaneous data transfer and consider only computation in our comparison.
We implement our separable plane-wave algorithm with Delay Compression in CUDA to
match the algorithm implemented by TETRIS as closely as possible, storing the precomputed
delays in an in-memory lookup table. To improve efficiency, we use four separate GPU
kernels: stage 1 interpolation, stage 1 beamforming, stage 2 interpolation, and stage 2
beamforming. In the interpolation kernels, each GPU thread performs 4x interpolation for a
single sample, yielding 32×32×3077 threads in the first stage and 32×32×2089 threads in
the second stage. The beamforming kernels compute a single voxel per thread, resulting in
32×32×2089 threads in the first stage and 32×32×1679 threads in the second stage.
Using this implementation, the Titan XP reconstructs a single volume in 12.34 ms using
single-precision floating-point, yielding 81 volumes per second. However, matching the
physics-limited volume rate of 13,000 per second still requires 161 Titan XPs, with a total
power consumption of nearly 34 kW. TETRIS is drastically more efficient than the GPU
because its streaming architecture does not require explicit address calculation and load/store
instructions to access channel data, and because it operates using 12-bit fixed-point precision
rather than 32- or 64-bit floating point.
While there has been prior work on hardware-accelerator ultrasound beamforming [44,
18, 66, 14, 34, 19], none of the prior accelerators target volume acquisition rates residing
within the same order of magnitude as TETRIS.
3.4.2 Hardware Analysis
We implement TETRIS in SystemVerilog and synthesize it using an industrial 16 nm
standard cell library and SRAM compiler. We report power for a 1.28 GHz operating
frequency, which is fast enough to process all ADC data in real-time and achieve physics-
limited volume rates for the full 32×32 receive aperture at any imaging depth; smaller
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apertures can be processed at lower frequencies (and therefore lower power).
Power & Area. Power and area results vary significantly based on whether one imple-
ments the TETRIS RS’s 2D register file structure or the linear MAC array. When using the
TETRIS RS with 32 rows and 32 columns, synthesis reports that the TETRIS beamformer
requires approximately 780 mW of power and 11.9 mm2 of area. In contrast, the optimized
TETRIS RS+MAC implementation eliminates the 2D register file structure, the apodization
unit, and the accumulate unit, replacing them with a four-wide MAC array with a 64-element
linear array. This results in a power consumption of 645 mW and 11.3 mm2 of area.
To understand the differences in power and area between the two designs, we discuss
the hardware units required by each implementation. Whereas the MAC array requires
four MAC units per pipeline, compared to the 2D structure’s single unit, it needs a much
smaller storage buffer. By eliminating the ~1.5 kB of SRAM used for each of the 1024
pipelines—which accounts for nearly 40% of the area and power in the 2D register file-based
design—a 64-entry register-based MAC buffer and three additional MAC units per pipeline
still achieves a net decrease in area and power.
Performance. Given a 1.28 GHz operating frequency, a 32×32 receive aperture, and
32×32 beamforming apertures (i.e., samples from 32 channels contribute to each voxel
in each dimension), TETRIS can process all incoming data in a streaming fashion. By
calculating the time it takes the sound wave to travel from the transducer array to the
maximum imaging depth and back, we find that the TETRIS beamformer can reconstruct
approximately 13,000 volumes per second when using our system parameters.
TETRIS’s power efficiency can be found by calculating the theoretical maximum beam-
forming operations per second (BOPS), as defined in [14], and dividing by the beamformer’s
power consumption. Given a 1.28 GHz operating frequency, each of the 1024 channels
in TETRIS can output one completed voxel every 32 cycles in steady state when using a
32×32-channel beamforming aperture. Due to our using a separable beamforming algorithm,
only 64 beamforming operations are required to create each voxel—32 delay-and-sums
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Table 3.3: Beamforming Operations per Second/Watt.
BOPS BOPS/W Technology
TETRIS 2.62 T 2.03 T 16 nm
Ekho [14] 2.98 T 98.4 G 28 nm
Sonic Millip3De [44] 2.01 T 684.8 G 11 nm
Table 3.4: Anechoic Cyst CNR — 13-angle compounding.
3D Implementation Cyst 1 Cyst 2 Cyst 3
Non-Separable (doubles) 3.0916 3.1008 2.5766
Non-Separable Compressed (doubles) 3.0916 3.1008 2.5766
Separable (doubles) 3.0687 3.1141 2.5646
Separable Compressed (doubles) 3.0466 3.1006 2.6017
Separable Compressed (12-bit TETRIS) 3.0316 3.1027 2.5993
per stage. This leads to a BOPS value of 1.28G×1024×64/32, or 2.62 tera-BOPS. After
dividing the tera-BOPS value by the two-TETRIS-layer power consumption of 1.29 W—
645 mW per stage—we obtain a power efficiency value of 2.03 tera-beamforming operations
per watt (TBOPS/W). Compared to Ekho [14] and Sonic Millip3De [44], the only other
fully-integrated beamforming solutions, our 16 nm TETRIS beamformer is over 20× more
efficient than Ekho, implemented in 28 nm technology, and nearly 3× more efficient than
Sonic Millip3De, which reported scaled power estimates for an 11 nm technology. These
results are outlined in Table 3.3.
3.4.3 Image Quality
We verify TETRIS image quality using visual comparison of 2D volume slices and the
calculated Contrast-to-Noise Ratio (CNR) of simulated cyst phantoms. CNR is a standard
metric for comparing ultrasound image quality [41, 54, 5] where the contrast resolution of
the echoic (tissue) and anechoic (cyst) regions are compared under the effects of clutter
and receiver noise (outside interference that produces image artifacts); higher CNR values
indicate improved image quality. The purpose of this validation is to confirm that TETRIS’s



















































(d) Separable Delay Com-
pression (doubles); 122,624











(e) Separable Delay Com-
pression (12-bit TETRIS);
122,624 delay constants per
angle
Figure 3.6: 2D slices of simulated 3D cyst phantoms using non-separable and separable plane-wave
beamforming with 13-angle coherent compounding.
calculations.
Using our hardware simulator, we feed the raw receiver data into the sample stage of
each pipeline and compare the output to the same Matlab baseline used for validating Delay
Compression. As shown in Table 3.4 and Figure 3.6, the fixed-point hardware simulation
produces images and CNR values indistinguishable from those using double-precision
floating-point. These results demonstrate that the image quality degradation using our
Delay Compression technique and fixed-point hardware implementation results in negligible
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Power 300 mW 143 mW 645 mW 645 mW 325 mW 2.1 W
Area 432 mm2 4.8 mm2 11.3 mm2 11.3 mm2 4.5 mm2 N/A
changes when compared to ideal beamforming.
3.4.4 Full-System Power
We estimate full-system power using a combination of hardware synthesis and previously
published results. The area and power for each layer is shown in Table 3.5. Our design
assumes the same 128×96 transducer array as [44], with elements spaced λ apart, where λ
is the wavelength in tissue, i.e. 385µm for a 4 MHz excitation frequency and 1,540 meters
per second speed of sound (λ=c/f). While our receive aperture is only 32×32 elements, the
larger transmit array avoids roll-off at the edges of the imaging volume when transmitting
angled planes. We estimate ADC power using a recently published implementation in 28 nm
technology [35], scaling the power linearly as we require only a 40 MHz sample rate rather
than the published 100 MHz. We estimate the area and power requirements of the 12.5
megabyte eDRAM based on reported results for a 22 nm technology [16]; the eDRAM
power is based off of scaling the design to account for the proper array size and bandwidth.
3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described TETRIS—the first beamforming accelerator for
separable 3D plane-wave ultrasound capable of achieving physics-limited volume rates.
TETRIS is enabled by Delay Compression, a novel approach to delay decomposition which
enables precomputation of the 3D delay constants for the first time. TETRIS is paired with
the TETRIS RS—conceptually arranged as a 2D register structure that sorts the incoming
samples and sums relevant samples as they arrive, avoiding the need to store the received
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signal and allowing for a streaming design. Through synthesis of our RTL-level design
in a 16 nm standard cell library, we show that TETRIS achieves single-stage, physics-
limited volume rates with a power consumption of only ~645 mW. Furthermore, our system
integration estimates indicate that TETRIS can be combined with the required supporting
layers to form a full 3D ultrasound system with a power consumption of ~2 W, remaining
well within the tight 5 W power constraint for safe contact with human skin.
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CHAPTER IV
Slice-and-Dice: Rethinking Non-uniform FFT
Interpolations in MRI for Modern Parallel Architectures
4.1 Introduction
One of the ten most influential signal processing algorithms of the 20th century [36], the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) quickly approximates the Discrete Fourier Transform using a
divide-and-conquer approach. As an integral component of countless applications, much
work has been done to increase FFT performance, including algorithmic optimizations—
such as those used in the well-known FFTW library [11, 25]—and specialized instructions
and hardware units embedded in modern processors. However, the conventional FFT
is applicable only to data that is uniformly sampled—and therefore unable to support
computational imaging modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [28, 49, 1,
9, 38, 61, 12], computed tomography [39, 62], synthetic aperture radar [27, 17], and radio
astronomy [56, 26] that use non-uniform sampling to enable reduced imaging scan time or
irregular sensor placement.
To enable quick processing of an irregular data set, the Non-uniform FFT (NuFFT)
extends the FFT to non-uniform sampling patterns [7]. The NuFFT is computed using
a three-step process: (1) interpolation between non-uniform samples and a uniform grid,
The work described in this section was published in IPDPS 2021 [57].
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hereafter referred to as “gridding” for simplicity, (2) apodization, or weighting of the uniform
samples, and (3) a normal [uniform] FFT. Fast, efficient, and accurate NuFFT operations
are of paramount importance for applications where sparse sampling patterns enable real-
time imaging tasks and/or large problem sizes. Unfortunately, while FFT performance has
significantly improved over the years, NuFFT performance has lagged severely behind.
A decade ago, 85–95% of the computation time required for the NuFFT was due to
the non-uniform interpolation step [47, 30, 32, 28], wherein non-uniform samples are
interpolated onto a uniform grid so that an FFT can be computed. However, with the vastly
improved FFT performance available today using state-of-the-art processors and software
libraries, we find that gridding now requires upwards of 99.6% of the NuFFT’s computation
time using a representative 2D data set [40]. The reason that gridding dominates computation
time is fairly straightforward: each non-uniform sample in the data set, which is often
randomly ordered, affects a window of non-contiguous points on the uniform grid. With
non-uniformly spaced samples, prefetching and caching mechanisms in modern processors
are unable to alleviate the widening gap between processor and memory speeds. The lack of
spatial locality, minimal temporal locality, and resultant poor cache utilization create massive
memory bandwidth utilization problems for NuFFT implementations. With the rise in real-
time [10] and iterative image reconstruction techniques [6]—particularly in 3D, wherein
millions of NuFFTs are iteratively performed to reconstruct a single volume—NuFFT
performance is key to computing answers quickly and enabling emerging applications.
4.1.1 Algorithmic Optimizations
In an attempt to overcome these challenges, many optimized variants of gridding have
been proposed to improve performance of the NuFFT [1, 24, 47, 38, 32, 31, 12, 3, 2]. The
most popular method, a form of geometric tiling known as binning, pre-sorts the non-uniform
samples into bins corresponding to distinct regions, or tiles, of the uniform grid [24, 43].
These tiles are configured such that they are small enough to fit in an on-chip cache or mem-
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ory [32, 3, 2]. Binning sequentially processes tile–bin pairs, improving memory bandwidth
use by reducing the number of cache evictions caused by spatially the diverse reads and
writes. Obeid et al. build upon this approach in [38], recognizing that in many sampling
patterns the density of samples varies across the grid, leaving unused entries in the uniformly-
sized bins associated with the lower-density regions. To eliminate this wasted space, they
implement dynamically-sized bins to accommodate varying sample density without wasting
memory. An alternative approach using matrix operations is found in the Michigan Image
Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT) [8]. MIRT performs fast and accurate NuFFT operations
in Matlab using a collection of open source algorithms for MRI reconstruction and related
imaging problems. Widely used in the imaging community, MIRT relies on Matlab’s opti-
mized matrix processing and compiled executables to efficiently perform gridding using both
interpolation table and sparse matrix implementations. However, despite these algorithmic
optimizations enabling gridding performance improvements ranging up to 40× when using
commodity hardware accelerators such as GPUs [47, 12] and FPGAs [32, 31, 3, 2], they
only partially mitigate the bottleneck—NuFFT computation time remains dominated by
gridding.
4.1.2 Contributions
The prior works suffer from three distinct disadvantages: (1) they require a pre-
processing step to sort the non-uniform samples, (2) they process each non-uniform sample
up to four times when the interpolation kernel overlaps multiple tiles, and (3) they severely
limit parallelism by only processing a single tile–bin pair at a time. As an alternative, in this
chapter we present Slice-and-Dice, a novel approach to NuFFT gridding that completely
removes the binning step in a manner that maps efficiently to massively-parallel hardware,
such as a GPU or ASIC design. Slice-and-Dice departs from the conventional approach by
breaking the target grid into tiles and stacking them to create dice. Rather than processing
a single tile at a time, as found in binning, Slice-and-Dice processes contributions from
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an input sample to all tiles in the dice in parallel—conceptually “binning on-the-fly”—in
a manner that mitigates the memory bandwidth utilization problems encountered by prior
works and increasing parallelism. By using a stacked tile model and operating on all tiles
in parallel, Slice-and-Dice achieves a 1600× reduction in nonuniform-to-uniform bound-
ary checks using our system parameters. When implemented on a GPU, Slice-and-Dice
achieves average gridding speedups of over 342× and 20× when compared to the CPU
baseline [8] and state-of-the-art GPU implementation [12], respectively. When run as part
of the complete NuFFT algorithm, our GPU gridding implementation results in end-to-end
speedups of over 85× vs the CPU baseline and 6× the prior work, with gridding and the FFT
contributing approximately equal computation time.
4.2 Background
The Fast Fourier Transform is widely used in applications such as signal and image pro-
cessing to quickly compute the Fourier Transform of evenly-spaced data; i.e., the coordinates
(or array indices) lie on a uniform grid, such as pixels in an image. However, computational
imaging applications often rely on non-uniform sampling patterns—such as spiral and radial
scans in MRI—to reduce latency and enable emerging algorithms and sensor configurations.
These non-uniform patterns result in data that does not lie on a uniform grid, precluding
the use of the FFT. Instead, applications util zing irregularly sampled data must rely on the
Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT). To understand the algorithmic differences
imposed by non-uniform data, we first review the Non-uniform Discrete Fourier Transform
(NuDFT), which directly computes the Fourier Transform of non-uniform data. We then take
an in-depth look at the NuFFT, which provides an efficient approximation of the NuDFT
by combining an interpolation step—used to map the non-uniform samples onto a uniform
grid—with a traditional FFT.
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4.2.1 Non-uniform Discrete Fourier Transform
A generalization of the forward Discrete Fourier Transform, the Non-uniform Discrete
Fourier Transform (NuDFT) allows for computation over non-uniform input data. Following
the notation found in [47, 30], given a set of M non-uniform samples {x j} and a uniform
Cartesian grid with N points in each of d dimensions, let f j denote the complex Fourier
coefficient corresponding to the non-uniform sample x j. For the complex Fourier coefficient
f̂k corresponding to the uniform points k in {0, . . . ,N−1}d , the forward NuDFT is used to
compute
f j = ∑
k∈{0,...,N−1}d
f̂k e
−2πik·x j , j = 0, . . . ,M−1 (4.1)





f̂ j e2πik·x j , k ∈ {0, . . . ,N−1}d (4.2)
Equations (4.1) and (4.2) can also be written as matrix-vector products, as shown in the
following equations:
f = A f̂ (4.3)
ĥ = AH f , (4.4)
where A denotes the M×Nd matrix whose elements are the complex exponential terms
above.
Direct calculation of these operations requires MNd floating-point operations, which is
too expensive for many applications, even for small problem sizes. Worse, direct “inversion”
of the A matrix would require immense amounts of memory, quickly becoming prohibitive




Image Domain Frequency Domain
Forward NuFFT
(Re-gridding)
Figure 4.1: Each NuFFT variant comprises three steps. Forward: (1) pre-apodization, (2) FFT, (3)
regridding. Adjoint: (1) gridding, (2) FFT, (3) de-apodization. Image data from [40].
4.2.2 Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform
The NuFFT extends the traditional FFT to support non-uniform data, providing approxi-
mate solutions to the NuDFT with significant reductions in computational complexity and
memory requirements. Using three steps, (1) non-uniform interpolation, (2) an FFT, and (3)
apodization (i.e., amplitude weighting), the NuFFT computes nearly the same result as the
NuDFT but with a computational complexity of only M+Nd log(Nd)—orders of magnitude
lower than the NuDFT for useful data sizes. The NuFFT has several variants to handle
different combinations of uniform and non-uniform inputs and outputs, with the forward and
adjoint NuFFTs both staples in image reconstruction. As shown in Figure 4.1, the forward
NuFFT transforms image data to the frequency domain, while the adjoint NuFFT transforms
frequency data to the image domain. The non-uniform interpolations dominate the time
required to compute the NuFFT, accounting for upwards of 99.6% of the computation
time [8].
Often called gridding in the adjoint NuFFT and regridding in the forward NuFFT,
this interpolation step—visualized in Figure 4.2—transforms the data between a uniform
grid and a set of non-uniform samples using an interpolation kernel. Each sample has a
corresponding interpolation window of W d uniform points, where W is the width of the
window. The distance from the sample to each of the uniform points within its interpolation
window is used to determine the kernel weight, where points closer to the sample use a larger
weight than those further away. The supported non-uniform coordinate granularity is defined
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Figure 4.2: Uniform grid (flattened torus) with d = 2 dimensions, M = 6 input samples, base grid
dimension N = 8, oversampling factor σ = 2, and interpolation kernel width W = 6.
by the table oversampling factor, L, which determines the number of weights between
each point W in the interpolation kernel. There are WL discrete interpolation weights for
each dimension of the interpolation kernel window, and locations within the interpolation
window are rounded to the nearest weight. By constraining the kernel granularity, offline
precomputation and storage of the discrete kernel weights is possible even for hardware
with limited on-chip memory, reducing the amount of online computation required for each
interpolation operation; these weights are commonly stored in a look-up table (LUT).
Due to the periodicity of complex exponential functions, the uniform grid is a torus in
the frequency domain. As a consequence, any sample lying within W/2 of an “edge” of
the grid will involve interpolation using “neighbors” that are determined using periodic
boundary conditions (i.e., the interpolation window affects points on opposite “sides” of the
grid). This wrapping is visualized in Figure 4.2, where the interpolation kernels of samples
a, c, and f wrap to other sides of the grid, requiring complicated circular boundary checks to
determine which uniform points are lying within the window. The interpolation kernel itself
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can be one of a variety of windowing functions, such as Kaiser-Bessel, Gaussian, B-spline,
Sinc, etc. The choice of windowing function is application-specific.
To improve the NuFFT’s interpolation accuracy, an oversampling factor σ , set to two in
Figure 4.2, is multiplied by the uniform and non-uniform coordinates prior to the interpola-
tion process. Oversampling increases the resolution of the resulting grid, reducing overall
signal noise. While crucial for accuracy, oversampling comes with two undesirable traits: (1)
increased FFT computation time, as an N sample FFT now becomes a σN FFT along each
dimension, and (2) increasing gridding memory requirements as N or d grow. To alleviate
these affects, Beatty et al. proposed a method of gridding using smaller oversampling factors,
i.e., σ ≤ 2. However, when the oversampling factor σ is reduced, the interpolation kernel
must be widened (i.e., larger W ) to maintain accuracy [1]. While a smaller σ leads to faster
FFT operations—by processing a smaller grid—and lower memory requirements, a wider
interpolation kernel increases the computational complexity and causes the NuFFT to be
even further dominated by the interpolation operation.
4.2.3 Traditional Gridding
As the dominant computational component of the NuFFT, optimizing the interpolation
step of the NuFFT has been a focus of many previous works [1, 3, 2, 8, 9, 12, 28, 30, 32, 31,
38, 47]. To understand why gridding dominates NuFFT computation time, we first consider
a typical gridding implementation and its basic parameters. As an example, we consider
the adjoint NuFFT, wherein gridding is performed to map non-uniform frequency data onto
a uniform grid prior to computing an FFT; the forward NuFFT requires the inverse of this
operation. Whereas gridding’s computational complexity depends primarily on the number
of non-uniform samples M and the number of uniform grid points Nd , the computation time
can depend substantially on other implementation and system parameters. In particular,
gridding time depends on the oversampling factor σ and the interpolation kernel width W .
The interpolation kernel width W—commonly set to four or six—determines how many
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points in the target grid are affected by each non-uniform sample. This width is fixed and
is not affected by the grid dimensions or resolution; rather, its size is often determined
by the choice of σ as part of the trade-off between accuracy, memory requirements, and
computation time [1]. We next enumerate common gridding inefficiencies and discuss how
existing solutions fail to address them.
Gridding is not easily parallelizable. Whereas gridding has tractable computational
complexity, modern hardware realities—notably the significant gap between memory and
processor speed—can lead to considerable slowdowns based on the implementation. Non-
uniform samples—often arriving in effectively random order—each affect a window of
W d uniform points that are discontiguous in memory, which results in gridding commonly
suffering from poor memory locality.
The simplest gridding implementation processes the randomly-ordered non-uniform
samples serially. Any uniform point lying within W/2 distance of the sample’s coordinates
is accumulated with a distance-based contribution of the sample’s magnitude, with points
closer to the sample’s coordinates receiving a greater contribution than those further away.
Once all affected uniform points have received their updates, the next sample is processed.
Such a serial approach benefits from being able to quickly determine which points are
affected by a given sample and avoiding write conflicts among samples with overlapping
interpolation kernels. However, since caches are too small to store the entire output grid,
nearly all grid point accesses incur an off-chip read-modify-write miss. Moreover, this
input-oriented approach has limited parallelism, failing to take advantage of massively
multithreaded systems.
Instead, GPU and FPGA implementations commonly turn to output-oriented parallelism,
wherein one thread or pipeline accumulates all sample values that affect a single grid point.
This approach does not need any synchronization among threads, since each modifies disjoint
memory locations. However, output-parallel implementations suffer from a significant
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Figure 4.3: Binning vs Slice-and-Dice. In this example, binning performs a boundary check between
each of the 64 uniform points in a tile and each non-uniform sample in its associated bin. Due
to some samples affecting multiple tiles—and therefore being placed in multiple bins—binning
processes 16 samples. In contrast, Slice-and-Dice obviates the need to presort the data by performing
a two step boundary check. Slice-and-Dice performs a single comparison between the “top” view
and each sample to determine which relative coordinates (i.e., “columns”) in the stack are affected; a
combination of the tile coordinates gives the location of the uniform point affected (i.e., “depth” in
the stack). Comparatively, binning requires 3× more boundary checks.
a distance boundary check between the sample and the thread coordinates. Although a single
non-uniform sample only affects W d uniform points (or threads), a naı̈ve output-parallel
implementation must perform a boundary check between each non-uniform sample and
every grid point, requiring M boundary checks for each of Nd uniform grid points. These
boundary checks are almost as expensive as the interpolation operation itself—a table
lookup and multiply-accumulate. Furthermore, since the target grid dimension N is usually
far larger than the interpolation kernel width W , the vast majority of the checks will fail,
undermining the effectiveness of output-parallel gridding.
Binning suffers from additional overheads. To reduce the number of boundary checks
and global memory accesses encountered using output-driven parallelism, modern NuFFT
implementations instead rely on a form of geometric tiling known as binning. Binning,
visualized in Figure 4.3a, breaks the uniform grid into small subsections, or tiles, the
dimensions of which are chosen such that a single tile fits in the on-chip cache of the target
system. The non-uniform samples are then pre-sorted into subsets, or bins, corresponding to
the tiles that they affect. Rather than performing boundary checks between every sample
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and every uniform point in the entire grid, samples in each bin must only be checked against
each of the uniform points in the associated tile. Tile–bin pairs are processed sequentially,
significantly reducing global memory accesses after a tile is fully loaded into the on-chip
cache. In Figure 4.3a, Tile 0 has an associated bin consisting of samples {d,e, f}, Tile 1
has an associated bin {a,d, f}, and so on. Processing the samples in this manner allows for
significant execution time improvement, as the tile associated with each bin remains cached
and only the samples in the bin must be read from global memory.
While binning greatly improves memory locality and reduces stalls due to global memory
accesses, it still suffers from several factors that result in suboptimal computation time.
First, the non-uniform data must be pre-sorted to map well to the hardware; good binning
parameters are hardware and data-set dependent and are not always readily evident. If
the wrong parameters are chosen, such as the tiles not maximally utilizing the available
cache, binning performance can be severely limited. Second, non-uniform samples lying
within W/2 of tile edges affect multiple tiles, requiring those samples to be processed as
part of multiple bins. As an example, in Figure 4.3a, samples d and f must be placed
in all four bins, resulting in a significant increase in redundant boundary checks. Third,
and perhaps most important, binning limits parallelism. While binning improves cache
hit rates, its restriction of memory accesses to a single tile severely limits the available
Memory-Level Parallelism (MLP). With limited MLP, instruction reordering is insufficient
to entirely hide the memory latency, causing computational stalls due to pending memory
requests. GPU-based implementations may try to parallelize across titles to leverage massive
Thread-Level Parallelism (TLP) of GPUs. However, their approach undermines the original
goal of binning—improving locality—as different warps evict one another’s data from the
cache. As result, neither CPUs nor GPUs are able to entirely hide the memory latency
via ILP/TLP, negatively impacting the performance due to memory stalls. GPU-based
implementations also suffer from severe branch divergence as all threads within a warp
(operating on different points in a tile) are not affected by all samples within a bin, resulting
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in massive under-utilization of SIMD execution lanes. More specifically, with warp and
interpolation kernel sizes T and W , T/W threads will be unaffected—and thus idle—when
processing every sample.
4.3 Slice-and-Dice Design
We next introduce the Slice-and-Dice NuFFT gridding acceleration model and describe
its design choices, which facilitate a streaming model that is able to unlock substantial
performance gains in conventional parallel architectures, such as GPUs, as well as enable
highly optimized accelerators.
In contrast to optimizations such as binning, Slice-and-Dice obviates the pre-processing
step of sorting the data into bins, instead incorporating the sorting step into a two-part bound-
ary check. Slice-and-Dice uses a stacked tile memory layout, which increases MLP, reduces
the number of boundary checks, and enables streaming implementations by guaranteeing
synchronization-free processing of parallel threads or pipelines.
4.3.1 Rethinking Binning
Most recent NuFFT acceleration implementations use binning to improve locality. How-
ever, sorting data samples into the appropriate bins requires an additional step in the gridding
process. Worse, inevitably some samples are assigned into up to four bins (or more, with
higher dimensionality) because their interpolation window overlaps with adjacent tiles,
resulting in redundant boundary checks. As a result, whereas binning improves locality,
its performance potential significantly suffers from (1) precomputation to sort the sam-
ples, (2) non-trivial wasted computation, and (3) additional memory overhead and lack of
(memory-level) parallelism.
As an alternative to binning, we introduce Slice-and-Dice, a novel gridding optimization
technique which obviates the need for an additional pre-sorting step and drastically reduces
the number of boundary checks required. We design Slice-and-Dice by leveraging a tiling-
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Figure 4.4: Slice-and-Dice virtually stacks tiles on top of each other, with a single thread processing
all samples that affect a given position in any tile (i.e., a column in the stack). This drastically reduces
the number of all-to-all boundary checks, as each sample must only be checked against each column.
based, output-driven parallel model and a unique decomposition of the sample coordinates.
As shown in Figure 4.4, Slice-and-Dice breaks the target grid into multiple, smaller tiles,
each of dimensions T d . The tiles, which we will refer to as virtual tiles hereafter, are stacked
to form dice. Whereas binning sequentially processes tiles that each fit into the on-chip
cache, Slice-and-Dice leaves the dice in global memory, instead relying on overlapping
memory requests and using the cache to exploit memory locality opportunities available in
the dice layout. In this model, a block of T d threads processes the entire grid, where each
thread processes a single position in each of the virtual tiles, corresponding to a “column” in
the dice. For example, Thread 0 in Figure 4.4 will process the uniform grid points at relative
position (x,y) = (0,0) in each of the four virtual tiles. Coupled with the constraint W ≤ T ,
this layout guarantees that each sample will only affect a single point in any column.
Efficiently handling boundary checks in the stacked tile model is enabled by a two-part
decomposition of the input samples’ coordinates, as shown in Figure 4.5. For coordinates
ranging from [0 : N) in each dimension, we perform the decomposition by dividing each
coordinate by the virtual tile size. The division’s quotient is the tile coordinate, while the
remainder is the relative coordinate. The relative coordinate indicates where the sample
lies within the tile (i.e., in which column), and is used to determine whether the current
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(x, y) = (0, 0)
Figure 4.5: Slice-and-Dice in action. The thread assigned to handle uniform points with relative
positions (x,y) = (5,2) is affected by an input sample with coordinates (9.5,10.5) if both relative
coordinates are less than the interpolation kernel width. The thread is affected in tile (0,1) but
the sample’s coordinate is in tile (1,1), causing a wrap in the X dimension. If a wrap occurs, the
corresponding tile coordinate is offset.
input sample affects one of the uniform points assigned to a given thread. For each sample,
Slice-and-Dice performs a boundary check only against every column in the stack of virtual
tiles, rather than every point in the uniform grid—resulting in MT d total checks. Since points
are processed sequentially in output-driven parallelism—while their effects are applied in
parallel—the block of threads quickly determines which samples affect their assigned target
points. Using an arrangement in which the target grid points assigned to each thread are
placed in a contiguous array, for each affected thread we next determine the index into that
array (i.e., the “depth” in the column) by finding the global tile address, a combination
of the tile coordinates in each dimension—much like calculating a linear index in GPU
programming. Even with an all-sample to all-column comparison, use of the Slice-and-Dice
binning-free model results in a computational complexity reduction of Nd/T d versus a naı̈ve
output-parallel implementation.
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4.3.2 Simplifying Boundary Checks
Because the uniform grid is a torus in the frequency domain, care must be taken in
all implementations to handle situations wherein the interpolation kernel “wraps” around
to the other edge of the target grid. The stacked virtual tile structure of Slice-and-Dice
exacerbates this issue, as wrapping now occurs along the edge of each virtual tile rather
than only at the edges of the grid as a whole. Slice-and-Dice simplifies the handling of
wraps by offsetting the input coordinates by W/2, which eliminates wraps to the right. The
offset effectively halves the computational requirements of the boundary check itself, as
it eliminates the need to calculate and compare bidirectional column-to-sample distance
in each dimension. Rather than checking if the distance between a column and an input
sample is less than ±W/2, Slice-and-Dice only checks if the distance from the column to
the sample in the positive direction is less than W . In Figure 4.5—where different colors
in the interpolation window indicate different depths (tiles) in the dice—we demonstrate
the coordinate decomposition, tile index calculation, and wrap compensation utilized by
Slice-and-Dice for a single non-uniform sample.
4.4 Evaluation
To evaluate the Slice-and-Dice model, we implement Slice-and-Dice in CPU and GPU
variants with virtual tiles of dimension 8×8. We employ the Michigan Image Reconstruction
Toolbox (MIRT) [8]—a matrix-based Matlab implementation that uses double-precision
floating point for all calculations—as a baseline for both quality and performance. The
performance of MIRT is on par with that of the well-known NFFT [30] library, but uses a
gridding-based implementation, allowing for a more direct comparison.
To highlight how Slice-and-Dice performs versus a state-of-the-art GPU implementation,
we compare to Impatient [12]. Impatient is a GPU-accelerated framework for non-Cartesian













































Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU)
Figure 4.6: Gridding speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU, and Impatient [12],
normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT). The grid size N and number of
non-uniform samples M for each image are labeled; σ = 2 and W = 4 for all images.
bined with binning, Impatient achieves significant speedups versus direct matrix inversion.
With the fastest publicly available code base—updated in 2018 to support new-generation
GPUs—Impatient provides a comparison to Slice-and-Dice on traditional parallel systems.
Our test system contains an Intel i9-9900KS with 128 GB of DDR4 3600 MHz memory
for the CPU-based benchmarks, and an Nvidia RTX 2080 Ti for the GPU-based benchmarks.
The CPU and GPU implementations of Slice-and-Dice use single-precision floating-point
values to closely match the prior work. Functional verification and quality evaluation is
performed against MIRT, which uses doubles.
4.4.1 Performance Comparison
We evaluate Slice-and-Dice’s performance using five images of differing dimension and
number of non-uniform samples. While Slice-and-Dice is primarily designed to accelerate
the gridding operation found in the adjoint NuFFT, wherein non-uniform samples are
interpolated onto a uniform grid, we include the results for a regridding variant which uses
the tiled memory structure to obviate binning in the forward NuFFT as well. Figure 4.6 and
Figure 4.8 show the standalone gridding and regridding performance of each implementation
normalized to the performance of MIRT. End-to-end speedups for the adjoint and forward






















































Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU)
Figure 4.7: End-to-end adjoint NuFFT speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU, and
Impatient [12], normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT).
gridding—serially operating on 2D slices—for the compared implementations, we only
report results for the 2D case.
CPU. Slice-and-Dice CPU’s performance is dominated by the GPU implementations
when it comes to the larger problem sizes for gridding and regridding operations, but comes
surprisingly close to matching that of Impatient in terms the end-to-end performance, as
seen in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.9. Slice-and-Dice CPU averages end-to-end speedups of
approximately 5× for the adjoint and forward NuFFTs compared to the baseline. Limited
by the available parallelism in the CPU’s relatively low core count, its performance suffers
from frequent memory stalls due to insufficient parallelism to hide pending accesses.
GPU. The Slice-and-Dice GPU implementation provides massive gains relative to the
CPU implementation, as the CUDA threading model offers a way to hide the long external
memory latencies through quick context switching among thread warps. Slice-and-Dice
GPU’s gridding kernel uses blocks of 8×8 threads, where each thread is assigned to a single
uniform grid point in each virtual tile. A single block does not contain nearly enough threads
to fully utilize the GPU’s processing units; we therefore populate a grid of 128×128 blocks
to improve occupancy, with each block operating on its own subset of the non-uniform input
data and writing to the shared output grid. This implementation breaks the Slice-and-Dice













































Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU)
Figure 4.8: Regridding speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU, and Impatient [12],
normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT). The grid size N and number of





















































Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU)
Figure 4.9: End-to-end forward NuFFT speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU, and
Impatient [12], normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT).
multiple threads may now write to the same output location. We use atomic addition
instructions to ensure proper synchronization and that no updates are inadvertently lost. In
this manner, the Slice-and-Dice GPU implementation achieves an average gridding speedup
of over 446× relative to the baseline and over 43× over Impatient [12] across all problem
sizes, as shown in Figure 4.6. The end-to-end adjoint NuFFT performance improvements
in Figure 4.7 follow a similar trend, with an average speedup of over 92× relative to the
baseline and 10× over Impatient.
Parallelizing regridding for the forward NuFFT is handled differently from the “standard”
Slice-and-Dice model used in gridding, as the write conflicts occur on the non-uniform sam-
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ple set rather than the uniform grid. Slice-and-Dice GPU assigns each non-uniform sample
to a thread, eliminating write conflicts for the accumulation operations. The stacked-tile
memory structure of Slice-and-Dice is left intact, resulting in average regridding speedups
of 262× MIRT and 9× Impatient; end-to-end forward NuFFT benchmarks show average
speedups of 79× that of MIRT and 4× that of Impatient.
The significant increases in performance relative to the prior work can be attributed to
several reasons: (1) Slice-and-Dice GPU uses a lookup table for interpolation weights, while
Impatient [12] calculates them during processing, (2) Slice-and-Dice GPU achieves an L2
hit rate of ~99% across several image problem sizes compared to Impatient’s ~73%, (4)
Slice-and-Dice operates on all uniform grid points in parallel for both the adjoint and forward
operators, while Impatient operates serially on tile–bin pairs, and (5) Slice-and-Dice GPU
utilizes parallelism across both the non-uniform input array and the output grid, allowing
for far more computational overlap between warps. In short, Slice-and-Dice maps more
efficiently to GPU hardware.
4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we described Slice-and-Dice, a model for NuFFT gridding that maps
efficiently to traditional parallel hardware architectures. Slice-and-Dice eliminates pre-
processing of the non-uniform data by performing binning on the fly, breaking the uniform
grid into multiple tiles and operating on all tiles simultaneously. When implemented on a
GPU, Slice-and-Dice achieves average non-uniform interpolation speedups of over 342×
and 20× when compared to the CPU baseline and GPU state-of-the-art implementations
for representative problems. Slice-and-Dice GPU achieves end-to-end NuFFT speedups of
over 85× the CPU baseline, and 6× the state-of-the-art GPU implementation, resulting in
non-uniform interpolation and the FFT contributing approximately equal computation time.
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CHAPTER V
JIGSAW: Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform
Acceleration for MRI Reconstruction
5.1 Introduction
The Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT) is a core component of many image
reconstruction applications, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [28, 49, 1, 9,
38, 61, 12], computed tomography [39, 62], synthetic aperture radar [27, 17], and radio
astronomy [56, 26]. Compared to the standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), which requires
uniformly spaced data, the NuFFT allows these applications to use non-uniform sampling
patterns which can enable reduced imaging scan time or irregular sensor placement [7].
To enable quick processing of an irregular data set, the NuFFT extends the FFT to non-
uniform sampling patterns through a three-step process: (1) interpolation from non-uniform
to uniform coordinates (or vice versa), (2) a normal [uniform] FFT, and (3) apodization,
or weighting, of the uniform data. Fast, efficient, and accurate NuFFT operations are of
paramount importance for many applications, where sparse sampling patterns enable real-
time imaging tasks and/or large problem sizes. Unfortunately, while FFT performance has
significantly improved over the years, NuFFT performance has lagged severely behind.
NuFFT performance is dominated by the interpolation operation, which is known as
The work described in this section was partially published in IPDPS 2021 [57].
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“regridding” in the forward NuFFT and “gridding” in the adjoint NuFFT. For a given
sample set with uniform grid length N, dimensions d, a non-uniform sample set of size
M, and an interpolation kernel window of size W , the computational complexity of this
operation is MW d . While the computational complexity appears fairly tractable, the NuFFT’s
computation time leaves much to be desired: as recently as a decade ago, this interpolation
step accounted for upwards of 90% of the NuFFT’s computation time, with less than 10%
due to the FFT itself [47, 30, 32, 28], and in the last chapter we found that gridding now
accounts for upwards of 99% of computation time in modern systems. The reason that
non-uniform interpolation dominates computation time is fairly straightforward: each non-
uniform sample in the data set, which can be randomly ordered, affects (or is affected by) a
window of non-contiguous points on the uniform grid. With randomly ordered samples in
memory, prefetching and caching mechanisms in modern processors are unable to alleviate
the widening gap between processor and memory speeds. The lack of spatial locality,
minimal temporal locality, and resultant poor cache utilization create massive memory
bandwidth utilization problems for non-uniform interpolation implementations.
5.1.1 Reducing Computational Burden
In an attempt to overcome these challenges, many optimized implementations of non-
uniform interpolation have been proposed to improve performance of the NuFFT [1, 24, 47,
38, 32, 31, 12, 3, 2]. The most popular method, a form of geometric tiling known as binning,
pre-sorts the non-uniform samples into bins corresponding to distinct regions, or tiles, of
the uniform grid [24]. These tiles are often configured such that they are small enough
to fit in an on-chip cache or memory [32, 3, 2]. Binning sequentially processes tile–bin
pairs, improving memory bandwidth use by reducing the number of cache evictions caused
by spatially diverse reads and writes. Binning is common in both software and hardware
accelerator works [47, 38, 32, 31, 12, 3, 2], with GPU and FPGA implementations among
the best in terms of performance and power efficiency.
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In the previous chapter we described Slice-and-Dice, an alternative approach to non-
uniform interpolation optimization which obviates the need to presort samples and reduces
the number of boundary distance checks through a two-part decomposition of the non-
uniform coordinates. Slice-and-Dice breaks the uniform grid into tiles, as in binning, but
then stacks them to create “dice.” The contributions from each non-uniform sample are then
applied to all points in the dice in parallel in a manner which maps far better to commodity
hardware accelerators, such as GPUs. When implemented on a GPU, Slice-and-Dice
achieves average non-uniform interpolation speedups of over 342× and 20× when compared
to the CPU baseline [8] and state-of-the-art GPU [12] implementations for representative
problems. Slice-and-Dice GPU achieves end-to-end NuFFT speedups of over 85× the CPU
baseline and 6× the state-of-the-art GPU implementation, resulting in the FFT being the
bottleneck for the first time.
5.1.2 Parallelism Through Hardware
Armed with algorithmic optimizations like binning, researchers turned to highly paral-
lel hardware for additional performance gains. To better utilize the parallelism available
in modern architectures, GPU implementations [47, 12] commonly turn to output-driven
parallelism, wherein each uniform point in a tile is assigned to a single thread—improving
performance through drastically increased parallelism at the cost of increasing the compu-
tational complexity due to the required all-to-all boundary checks. In [47], Sørensen et al.
implemented a fast gridding algorithm on commodity GPUs. In their model, each thread
is responsible for the interpolation operations affecting a set of neighboring points, with
all points held in registers during the computation. After all of the non-uniform samples
have been processed and their effects transferred to the set of uniform points, the registers
are written to memory, reducing the number of global writes to Nd . Operating on sets of
eight points in parallel, Sørensen et al. achieve a 20-85× speedup versus the contemporary
state-of-the-art CPU implementation for various problem sizes and sampling trajectories.
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More recently, a Toeplitz-based MRI reconstruction strategy was implemented on GPUs
in [12]. Rather than direct matrix inversion, gridding with binning was used for both the
forward and adjoint NuFFT, reducing the computational complexity from MNd to MW d +
Ndlog(Nd). To reduce data races caused by multiple non-uniform samples affecting the same
uniform points, an output-driven parallelism approach was used, in which every uniform
grid point is assigned to a different thread. Paired with a Kaiser-Bessel interpolation kernel,
this output-driven parallel model achieved speedups of over 200× compared to the same
group’s previous direct matrix inversion (NuDFT) approach to NuFFT computation [61].
Due to limited hardware resources, FPGA implementations [32, 31, 3, 2] process the non-
uniform samples serially, parallelizing each sample’s W d contribution to the tile currently
being processed. One of the earliest FPGA implementations [32], proposed by Kestur et
al., used a Geometric Tiling approach to partition the non-uniform source samples into
small sets, called source tiles, based on which region of the uniform grid they affected. The
uniform grid was then broken into slightly larger target tiles, such that the edge of the source
tile was W/2 points from the edge of the target tile on each side in order to accommodate
the interpolation kernel width. This choice required target tiles to have an overlap, while
source tiles were non-overlapping. Non-uniform samples were dynamically added to linked
lists associated with their relevant tile, ensuring maximum memory-write throughput of the
samples through use of contiguous local memory storage and thereby improving spatial
locality. A trajectory-optimized variant was later implemented [31].
As an alternative to linked lists, Cheema et al. design an FPGA gridding accelerator
in [3], which implements binning using a set of fixed-sized FIFOs. Designed for random,
unsorted sample trajectories, the FPGA reads non-uniform samples from external memory
and sorts them into the FIFOs, with a fill-rate based arbiter determining which FIFO should
be processed and the corresponding tile then loaded into on-chip memory. They later
optimize memory bandwidth utilization using a trajectory-specific arbiter to process FIFOs
in an order predetermined by the sampling trajectory of the input data [2]. Use of a priori
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knowledge of the sampling trajectory allows for 20-25% reduced logic in the arbiter
and reduces the number of stalls in the pipeline, resulting in a 2-3× increase in gridding
performance. However, the limited hardware available on the FPGA continued to restrict
the number of parallel operations achievable to the interpolation window size W . With a
fixed interpolation window width W = 4, 16 parallel MAC operations were achieved.
While these hardware implementations resulted in significant performance improve-
ments, they all suffer from the severely limited parallelism imposed by the binning model,
processing of samples multiple times due to overlapping interpolation kernels or tiles, and
suboptimal memory bandwidth utilization for random or unknown trajectories.
5.1.3 Contributions
While the prior work has demonstrated significant improvements in performance using
commodity hardware accelerators, all of them rely on some form of binning—thereby
limiting the available parallelism, processing of some samples multiple times due to inter-
polation window overlaps, and requiring additional processing and memory overhead to
handle the bins. In this chapter we present JIGSAW, a streaming accelerator architecture
for the NuFFT which supports gridding, regridding, FFT2, and IFFT2 operations. JIGSAW
implements Slice-and-Dice with a custom stack-of-tiles memory layout. Using a small set of
computational pipelines, JIGSAW performs non-uniform interpolations with time complexity
equal to the number of non-uniform samples—irrespective of the non-uniform sampling
pattern, interpolation kernel width, or uniform grid size—in a single pass over the data.
JIGSAW relies on a mixture of 16-bit fixed-point and 32-bit floating-point functional units
to simultaneously decrease hardware complexity and lower area and power requirements.
With a fully pipelined architecture and sufficient caching to handle all outstanding memory
requests, JIGSAW experiences no computational stalls—leading to average non-uniform
interpolation speedups of over 1058× relative to the CPU baseline [8] and over 60× when
compared to the state-of-the-art GPU implementation [12] across all problem sizes tested.
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The 2D radix-2 FFT/IFFT implementation used by JIGSAW achieves an average speedup of
15× versus the baseline, resulting in end-to-end NuFFT speedups of over 558× vs the CPU
baseline and 41× the state-of-the-art GPU implementation. Implemented in SystemVerilog
and synthesized using an industrial 16 nm node, JIGSAW requires an area of ~13 mm2 and a
power budget of only ~181 mW across all operational modes—nearly 1800× more power
efficient than the GPU Slice-and-Dice implementation described in the previous chapter.
5.2 Background
When dealing with irregularly sampled data, computation of the Fourier Transform
cannot be performed with a conventional FFT algorithm. Instead, computational imaging
applications like MRI [28, 49, 1, 9, 38, 61, 12], computed tomography [39, 62], synthetic
aperture radar [27, 17], and radio astronomy [56, 26] must rely on the NuFFT, which
supports data that does not lie on a uniform grid. To understand the algorithmic differences
imposed by non-uniform data, in this section we will first look at the Non-uniform Discrete
Fourier Transform (NuDFT), which can be used to directly compute the Fourier Transform
of non-uniform data. We then take an in-depth look at the NuFFT, which allows for
efficient approximation of the NuDFT by combining an interpolation step—used to map the
non-uniform data to and from a uniform grid—with the traditional Fast Fourier Transform.
5.2.1 Non-uniform Discrete Fourier Transform
A generalization of the forward Discrete Fourier Transform, the NuDFT allows for com-
putation over non-uniform—or non-equispaced—input data. Following the notation found
in [47, 30], given a set of M non-uniform samples {x j} and a uniform Cartesian grid with N
points in each of d dimensions, let f j denote the complex Fourier coefficient corresponding
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Figure 5.1: Computational complexity of the unoptimized 2D NuDFT and NuFFT.
uniform points k in {0, . . . ,N−1}d , the forward NuDFT is used to compute
f j = ∑
k∈{0,...,N−1}d
f̂k e
−2πik·x j , j = 0, . . . ,M−1 (5.1)





f̂ j e2πik·x j , k ∈ {0, . . . ,N−1}d (5.2)
As shown in Figure 5.1, direct calculation of these operations requires MNd floating-
point operations, which is too expensive for many applications even for small problem
sizes.
5.2.2 Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform
The NuFFT extends the traditional FFT to support non-uniform data, providing ap-
proximate solutions to the NuDFT with far lower computational complexity and memory
requirements. Using three steps, (1) apodization, (2) an FFT, and (3) a non-uniform in-
terpolation, the NuFFT computes approximately the same result as the NuDFT but with
a computational complexity of only M+Nd log(Nd), orders of magnitude lower than the




Image Domain Frequency Domain
Forward NuFFT
(Re-gridding)
Figure 5.2: Each NuFFT variant comprises three steps. Forward: (1) pre-apodization, (2) FFT, (3)
regridding. Adjoint: (1) gridding, (2) FFT, (3) de-apodization. Image data from [40].
tions of uniform and non-uniform inputs and outputs, with the forward and adjoint NuFFTs
a core component in many image reconstruction algorithms. As shown in Figure 5.2, the
forward NuFFT transforms image data to the frequency domain, while the adjoint NuFFT
transforms frequency data to the image domain. The time required to compute the NuFFT
is dominated by steps (2) and (3), with step (3) historically accounting for 95% or more
of the computation time [47, 30, 32, 28]. This interpolation step, often called re-gridding
in the forward NuFFT and gridding in the adjoint NuFFT, transforms the data between
uniform grids of Nd points and M non-uniform samples using a kernel width of W for each
dimension. Due to the periodicity of the complex exponential functions, the uniform grid
is really a flattened torus, so any sample that lies within W/2 of an “edge” will involve
interpolation using “neighbors” that must be determined using periodic boundary conditions,
as illustrated in sample points a, c, and f in Fig. 5.3. The interpolation kernel itself can be
one of a variety of windowing functions, including Kaiser-Bessel, Gaussian, B-spline, Sinc,
and more; the choice of windowing function is application-specific.
To improve the NuFFT interpolation accuracy, an oversampling factor σ , often set to two,
is multiplied by the input grid dimensions prior to the interpolation process. While crucial for
accuracy, oversampling comes with two undesirable traits: (1) increased FFT computation
time, as an N sample FFT now becomes a σN FFT along each dimension, and (2) increasing
memory requirements as N or d grow. To alleviate these affects, Beatty et al. proposed a
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Figure 5.3: Binning vs Slice-and-Dice. Binning presorts data into bins corresponding to which tiles
the samples’ interpolation windows intersect. In this example, binning performs a boundary check
between each of the 64 uniform points in a tile and each non-uniform sample in the associated bin.
Due to some samples affecting multiple tiles—and therefore being placed in multiple bins—binning
processes 16 samples. In contrast, Slice-and-Dice obviates the need to presort the data by performing
a two step boundary check. Slice-and-Dice performs a single comparison between the “top” view
of the stack (i.e., between columns) and each sample to determine which columns are affected. We
then calculate the tile coordinates (i.e., “depth” in the stack) to determine the location of the uniform
point affected. Using our stacked tile approach, Slice-and-Dice requires only 384 boundary checks
versus 1,024 required by binning.
oversampling factor σ is reduced, the interpolation kernel must be widened (larger W ) to
maintain accuracy [1]. While a smaller σ leads to faster FFT operations—by processing
a smaller grid—and lower memory requirements, a wider interpolation kernel causes the
NuFFT to be even further dominated by the interpolation operation.
5.2.3 Traditional Gridding
Because the non-uniform interpolation operation dominates the computation, optimizing
the interpolation—hereafter referred to as “gridding” for simplicity—has been a focus of
many previous works [1, 3, 2, 8, 9, 12, 28, 30, 32, 31, 38, 47]. To understand why gridding
dominates NuFFT computation time, we first consider a typical gridding implementation
and its basic parameters. As an example, we use the adjoint NuFFT, wherein gridding
is performed to map non-uniform frequency data onto a uniform grid before computing
an FFT. Whereas gridding’s computational complexity depends primarily on the number
of non-uniform samples M and the number of uniform grid points Nd , the computation
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time can depend substantially on the target system and other implementation parameters.
In particular, gridding time depends on the oversampling factor σ , interpolation kernel
width W , and the interpolation table oversampling factor L. The interpolation kernel width
W—commonly set to four or six—determines how many points in the target grid are affected
by each non-uniform sample. This width is fixed and is not affected by the grid dimensions
or resolution; rather, its size is often determined by the choice of σ as part of the trade-off
between accuracy, memory requirements, and computation time [1]. The final parameter, L,
defines the granularity of the coordinates considered by the interpolation kernel window;
i.e., there are WL discrete weights in the interpolation kernel window, and coordinates are
rounded to the nearest weight. By constraining the kernel granularity in this manner, offline
precomputation of the discrete kernel weights becomes possible, reducing the amount of
online computation required for each interpolation operation; these weights are commonly
stored in a look-up table (LUT). Through modification of these three parameters, gridding’s
computation time, memory requirements, and error can be adjusted based on application
requirements.
5.2.3.1 Gridding Parallelism
Whereas gridding has tractable computational complexity, modern hardware realities—
notably the significantly slower memory speed versus processor speed—can lead to consid-
erable slowdowns based on the implementation. Since non-uniform samples often arrive in
effectively random order and each affects a window of W uniform points that are discontigu-
ous in memory, gridding commonly suffers from poor memory locality.
The simplest possible gridding implementation processes the randomly-ordered non-
uniform samples serially. The serial approach avoids write conflicts among samples with
overlapping interpolation kernels. However, since caches are too small to store the entire out-
put grid, nearly all grid point accesses incur an off-chip read-modify-write miss. Moreover,
this naı̈ve approach is not parallel.
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Instead, GPU and FPGA implementations commonly turn to output-oriented parallelism,
wherein one thread accumulates all sample values that affect a single grid point. This
approach does not need any synchronization among threads, since each thread modifies
disjoint memory locations. However, a naı̈ve output-parallel implementation requires a
boundary check between each non-uniform sample and every grid point, requiring M
boundary checks for each of Nd uniform grid points. These boundary checks are about as
expensive as the interpolation operation (a table lookup and multiply-accumulate) and the
vast majority of the checks will fail, since each sample affects only a small number of grid
points. As such, naı̈ve output-parallel gridding is inefficient.
5.2.3.2 Reducing Computational Burdens via Binning
To reduce the number of boundary checks required by output-driven parallelism, modern
implementations instead rely on a form of geometric tiling known as binning. Binning,
visualized in Figure 5.3a, breaks the uniform grid into small subsections, or tiles, the
dimensions of which are chosen such that a single tile fits in the on-chip cache of the target
system. The non-uniform samples are then pre-sorted into subsets corresponding to the
tiles that they affect. In Figure 5.3a, Tile 0 has an associated subset consisting of points
{d,e, f}, Tile 1 has an associated subset {a,d, f}, and so on. Processing the points in this
manner allows for significant execution time improvement, as the tile associated with each
set remains cached while the subset is processed.
Whereas binning greatly improves spatial locality and reduces the memory stalls, it
still suffers from several factors that cost computation time. First, the non-uniform data
must be pre-sorted to map well to the hardware; good binning parameters are hardware and
data set dependent and are not always readily evident. Second, non-uniform samples lying
within W/2 of tile edges affect multiple tiles, requiring those samples to be processed as
part of multiple bins (e.g., sample f in Figure 5.3a). Third, and perhaps most important,
even if bins fit in on-chip caches (or another local memory structure), that memory does
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Figure 5.4: Slice-and-Dice virtually stacks tiles on top of each other, with a single thread processing
all samples that affect a given position in any tile (i.e., a column in the stack). This drastically reduces
the number of all-to-all boundary checks, as each sample must only be checked against each column.
not necessarily provide single-cycle access—binning reduces stalls due to pending memory
reads, but does not eliminate them. Our objective is to eliminate the duplicate sample
processing, pre-processing, and remaining memory stalls encountered using binning.
5.2.4 Slice-and-Dice Design
We next review the Slice-and-Dice NuFFT acceleration model, its design choices, and
the streaming approach, which enable substantial performance gains in conventional parallel
architectures and enable highly optimized hardware accelerator designs.
5.2.4.1 Rethinking Binning
Most recent acceleration approaches use binning to improve spatial locality. However,
sorting data samples into the appropriate bins requires an additional step in the gridding
process. Worse, inevitably some samples are assigned into up to four bins (or more, with
higher dimensionality) because their interpolation window overlaps adjacent tiles. While
binning does reduce the amount of unnecessary boundary checks, it requires non-trivial
precomputation time, additional memory, and overhead to manage the bins.
As an alternative to binning, in the previous chapter we introduced Slice-and-Dice, a
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novel gridding optimization technique which obviates the need for an additional binning
step. We implement Slice-and-Dice by leveraging a stacked-tile, data-driven parallel model
and a unique decomposition of the sample coordinates. As shown in Figures 5.3b and 5.4,
Slice-and-Dice breaks the target grid into multiple, smaller tiles, each of dimensions T d .
The tiles, which we will refer to as virtual tiles hereafter, are stacked to form dice and
mapped to a 2D block of T d parallel threads. Each thread processes a single position in each
of the virtual tiles, which correspond to a column in the dice; that is, Thread 0 will process
the target point at relative position (x,y) = (0,0) in each of the four virtual tiles shown in
Figure 5.4.
Handling boundary checks in the virtual tile model relies on a novel decomposition
of the input samples’ coordinates. For coordinates ranging from [0 : N) in each dimen-
sion, we perform a two-part decomposition by dividing the coordinate by the virtual tile’s
dimension, with the quotient referred to as the tile coordinate and the remainder as the
relative coordinate. Using an arrangement in which the target grid points accessed by
each thread are placed in a single contiguous array, we determine the index into that array
by finding the global tile address, which is a combination of the tile coordinates in each
dimension—much like calculating the total linear index in GPU programming. The relative
coordinate, on the other hand, indicates where the sample lies within the virtual tile, and
whether the current input sample affects the uniform points assigned to a given thread. By
using the relative coordinate in this manner, we reduce the computational complexity of
Slice-and-Dice compared to that of standard output-driven parallelism. For each sample,
Slice-and-Dice performs a boundary check only against every column in the stack of virtual
tiles, rather than every point in the target grid—resulting in only MT d total checks. Even
with an all-point to all-column comparison, use of the Slice-and-Dice binning-free model
results in a computational complexity reduction of Nd/T d vs a naı̈ve no-binning approach.
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RCx < Wx = Yes
RCy < Wy = Yes
(x, y) = (0, 0)
Figure 5.5: Slice-and-Dice in action. The thread assigned to handle uniform points with relative
positions (x,y) = (5,2) is affected by an input sample with coordinates (9.5,10.5) if both relative
coordinates are less than the interpolation kernel width. The thread is affected in tile (0,1) but
the sample’s coordinate is in tile (1,1), causing a wrap in the X dimension. If a wrap occurs, the
corresponding tile coordinate is offset.
5.2.4.2 Simplifying Boundary Checks
Because the frequency domain target grid is a torus, care must be taken to handle
situations where the interpolation kernel “wraps” around to the other edge of the target grid.
As seen in Figure 5.5, the stacked tile structure of Slice-and-Dice exacerbates this issue, as
wrapping now occurs along the edge of each tile rather than only at the edges of the grid as
a whole. As an example, consider a 1D tile of size T = 8 and an interpolation width W = 6.
For an input sample with a coordinate value of 2, there will be a wrap to the left, while for a
coordinate value is 6, there will be a wrap to the right. Tracking wraps in both directions is
undesirable for efficient implementations, as it requires a far more complex boundary check.
Slice-and-Dice simplifies the handling of wraps by offsetting the input coordinates
by W/2, which eliminates wraps to the left. As an added benefit, the offset significantly
reduces the complexity of the boundary check itself, as it eliminates the need to calculate
distance in the negative direction for each dimension. Rather than checking if the wrapped
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distance between a tile’s thread and input sample is less than W/2 in either direction, Slice-
and-Dice only checks if the distance in the positive direction is less than W . Figure 5.5
shows a complete example for a single non-uniform sample, demonstrating the coordinate
decomposition, wrap handling, and global tile address calculation.
5.2.5 A Streaming Approach
As discussed in previous sections, a primary bottleneck in many gridding acceleration
works is the memory system, whether it be a lack of bandwidth or stalls due to non-
contiguous memory accesses. Commodity hardware accelerators, such as GPUs, try to hide
the latency of memory reads using massively parallel approaches, but do not fully overcome
the challenges presented by the NuFFT’s interpolation. The Slice-and-Dice model offers
a processing structure which allows for efficient implementation in hardware, as there is
no interaction between adjacent threads (or pipelines). With minimal communication and
sufficient on-chip buffering, custom streaming architectures can do away with the traditional
load and store memory hierarchy and thereby attain orders of magnitude better performance
and power efficiency.
5.3 JIGSAW Microarchitecture
A primary bottleneck in many gridding acceleration works lies within the memory sub-
system, due to poor bandwidth utilization, non-contiguous memory accesses, or insufficient
memory-level parallelism. Even in FPGA implementations, the memory layout requires that
each pipeline have access to any point within the target tile, resulting in high inter-pipeline
communication requirements and memory system contention. The Slice-and-Dice model’s
stacked slice memory layout eliminates unnecessary hardware interaction in custom acceler-
ators. With a single or pipeline assigned to process the contributions to each column in the
dice, memory accesses can be controlled on a per-pipeline basis—allowing for deterministic,
constant performance.
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Figure 5.6: JIGSAW microarchitecture. Operating at 1.0 GHz, non-uniform samples arrive on a
128-bit bus and are passed serially through the pipelines, which are connected in the Source Interface.
Pipelines are logically arranged in a 2D grid, with FFT2 and IFFT2 communication occurring across
rows and columns. Each pipeline has a local SRAM array to hold the uniform points in its column.
To demonstrate the full potential of Slice-and-Dice when coupled with a custom process-
ing pipeline and memory hierarchy, we present the JIGSAW streaming architecture for 2D
NuFFT acceleration. As a hardware implementation of Slice-and-Dice, JIGSAW comprises
two components. The first is a set of pipelines which fully process an input stream of
non-uniform samples in a single stall-free pass, accumulating contributions to or from the
uniform target grid columns, which are stored in private memory arrays. These pipelines
enable non-uniform interpolation runtime linear in the number of non-uniform samples,
independent of ordering of the input samples, uniform grid size, or interpolation window
width. The second component is a custom FFT implementation which supports 2D radix-2
FFT and IFFT operations in JIGSAW’s stacked-tile memory hierarchy, allowing acceleration
of the two most computationally-intensive components of the NuFFT. In this section, we de-
scribe the basic hardware implementation of JIGSAW’s non-uniform interpolation pipelines
and its custom FFT2/IFFT2 implementation.
As illustrated in Figure 5.6, JIGSAW comprises a set of identical pipelines broken into
several functional units. For the remainder of this chapter, we assume a target grid with
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Table 5.1: JIGSAW System Parameters.
Property Value
Target Grid Dimensions (N) 8–1024
Virtual Tile Dimensions (T ) 8
Interpolation Window Dimensions (W ) 1–8
Table Oversampling Factor (L) 1–64
Pipeline Bit Width 32-bit
Weight Bit Width 16-bit
N = 1024 points in each dimension, a virtual tile size with T = 8 points in each dimension,
an interpolation window width of W = 6, and an interpolation table oversampling factor of
L = 32. JIGSAW’s pipelines are logically arranged as a 2D grid of dimensions T 2 to match
the virtual tile size; the range of supported runtime parameters are listed in Table 5.1. To
enable functional verification and obtain power/area synthesis estimates, we implement
JIGSAW in SystemVerilog using these parameters.
5.3.1 Fixed-Point
Fixed-point is a representation often used in hardware accelerators due to the decreased
complexity of functional units relative to floating-point variants. Hardware implementa-
tions of Slice-and-Dice benefit from using fixed-point representations of the input sample
coordinates through bit manipulation and optimizing the dimensions of the virtual tiles. In
JIGSAW, we utilize a mixture of fixed-point and floating-point hardware modules to accom-
modate the need for both high precision and high dynamic range, which varies significantly
between operational modes. Mathematical operations with at least one operand being data
(either non-uniform sample data or uniform grid data) are performed in floating-point, while
operations involving only weights are performed in fixed-point. Using fixed-point weights
results in a 50% reduction in storage requirements and reduced hardware complexity for
the weight combination required in the non-uniform interpolation operations; weights are
dynamically converted to floating-point values prior to any operations involving data.
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5.3.2 JIGSAW Pipeline Microarchitecture
Each of JIGSAW’s pipelines Tx,y is comprised of seven functional units. The individual
functionality of each unit is described below, followed by descriptions of how the units are
ordered and used for the gridding, regridding, FFT2, and IFFT2 operations.
Select. The select unit is responsible for determining whether a non-uniform sample
affects or is affected by the grid points assigned to a given pipeline. To determine whether the
pipeline should process a given non-uniform sample, the select unit breaks the non-uniform
coordinates into the relative and tile coordinates defined by Slice-and-Dice. The unit then
calculates the distance from the indices assigned to the pipeline to the relative coordinates.
For each dimension, the select unit performs the distance calculation in hardware using three
steps: (1) truncating the upper bits of sample’s coordinates to obtain the relative coordinate,
and (2) adding the tile dimension to the relative coordinate, and (3) subtracting the pipeline’s
index from the sum. The resulting value is the forward distance (i.e., left to right in 1D)
from the pipeline’s column to the input sample. The select unit then compares the distance
against the interpolation window size to determine whether the window intersects a point in
the column. If the distance in each dimension is less than the interpolation window size, the
sample proceeds to be processed by this pipeline.
For any sample which must be processed, the select unit uses the previously truncated
coordinate bits (the tile coordinate) to determine the appropriate entry in the uniform memory
array. Interpolation windows that overlap onto other tiles in a given dimension, or “wraps,”
are handled by decrementing the tile coordinate in that dimension. To check if a tile wrap
occurred, the select unit checks the relative coordinate against the pipeline index—if the
relative coordinate is less than the pipeline index, a wrap has occurred in that dimension;
this is visualized in Figure 5.5. The updated tile coordinates are then combined to form the
global linear address in the uniform memory array.
The select unit next calculates the interpolation weight addresses. The weight addresses
are used to index an oversampled interpolation table, extracting the weights in each dimen-
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sion necessary to generate the distance-based weight for the final interpolation. The select
unit determines the weight addresses by multiplying the previously calculated distances by
the table oversampling factor—32 in this example—and rounding to the nearest integer.
FFT/IFFT Control. The FFT/IFFT unit is responsible for generating all of the addresses
required by the FFT2 and IFFT2 operations, both along rows and across columns. JIGSAW’s
tiled memory layout, optimized for non-uniform interpolation operations, presents a unique
problem when it comes to the FFT, as each pipeline only has access to its local memory
array. To minimize the hardware complexity when transmitting data between pipelines in
multiple dimensions, JIGSAW utilizes a decimation-in-time radix-2 FFT implementation,
wherein the FFT is broken into log2(N) stages of “butterfly” operations. Each butterfly
reads two points from the uniform arrays, multiplies one point by a weight, or “twiddle
factor,” and then adds the result to and subtracts the result from the second value before
storing the results.
Due to the nature of the radix-2 FFT algorithm and the stacked-tile memory layout
in JIGSAW, the amount of inter-pipeline communication is dictated by the dimensions of
the JIGSAW pipeline array. Given an FFT of length N and an array of pipelines T in a
single dimension, each pipeline can perform log2(N)− log2(T ) stages internally—meaning
that both uniform points are contained within its private memory array—whereas log2(T )
stages require communication with other pipelines to obtain one of the two values required
for the butterfly operation. In our T = 8 pipeline, this results in three stages requiring
communication.
The uniform memory addresses, the twiddle factor (or weight) addresses, and the
communication distance for each dimension are generated by the FFT/IFFT unit. Based on
the operational mode, these control signals are passed to the other modules in the JIGSAW
pipeline to set up the datapath required for each stage of the FFT2 and IFFT2 operations.
Uniform Memory Lookup & Accumulation. The uniform memory & accumulation
unit functions as a wrapper for the pipeline’s associated Slice-and-Dice column, storing 64-
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bit floating-point complex values (32 bits for each real and imaginary component). Adders
are colocated with the local SRAM arrays that store the partial sums to support gridding’s
accumulation operation without superfluous external caching mechanisms. By accepting
read, write, and accumulation commands, the uniform memory & accumulation unit is used
for all supported JIGSAW operations, namely gridding, regridding, FFT2, and IFFT2.
Weight Lookup & Combination. The weight lookup & combination unit is a wrapper
containing a dual-ported SRAM capable of storing up to 512 32-bit fixed-point complex
weights (16 bits for each real and imaginary component). Given that the dynamic range
of the weights is extremely small for all supported operations—ranging from -1 to 1—
fixed-point storage and combination allows for significant reductions in weight storage
and hardware complexity. The weight lookup unit operates in two modes: (1) a read-
two-combine-and-output mode, used for the gridding and regridding operations, and (2)
a standard read-one-and-output mode, used for the FFT2 and IFFT2 operations. For the
first mode, capacity for 512 weights enables an oversampling factor of up to L = 64 given a
maximum interpolation kernel width of W = 8. One weight is read for each dimension, based
on the distance calculated in the select unit. These complex weights are then multiplied to
form the final interpolation weight; because weights are complex numbers, the unit performs
the multiplication using three real multiplication operations and five real addition/subtraction
operations, as described by Knuth [33]. For the second mode, one weight is read from the
SRAM and immediately output to be used in the FFT2 and IFFT2 butterfly operations.
Complex Multiplication. The complex multiplication unit multiplies the complex
weight and the complex data, again using Knuth’s method [33]. To ensure that the large
dynamic range found between the different operation modes are supported, a custom
implementation of single-precision floating-point is used for the multiplication, addition,
and subtraction operations. Since the weights are stored and combined in a fixed-point
representation, each complex multiplication unit is capable of converting the 32-bit fixed-























Figure 5.7: JIGSAW non-uniform interpolation datapath.
each of the real and imaginary components, respectively.
Complex Addition. The complex addition unit adds the real and imaginary components
of two floating-point operands, returning the sum. To simplify the hardware, a custom
single-precision floating-point implementation was created in which many of the edge cases
found in IEEE 754-compliant hardware are removed. Subnormals, for example, saturate to
the smallest “normal” value that can be stored in standard single-precision floating-point.
Similarly, values with a magnitude too large to store in the available number of bits are
saturated to the largest value available.
Complex Subtraction. The complex subtraction unit subtracts the real and imaginary
components of two floating-point operands, returning the difference. The individual floating-
point subtractions are implemented by using adders and flipping the second operand’s sign
bit.
5.3.3 Non-uniform Interpolations in JIGSAW
To support both forward and adjoint NuFFT operations, JIGSAW’s pipelines reconfigure
the internal datapath based on the current operation being performed. The datapaths used in
the NuFFT’s non-uniform interpolations, found in the gridding and regridding modes, can
be seen in Figure 5.7. To maximize functional module reuse and avoid write conflicts, each
of JIGSAW’s pipelines are connected together to form a chain through which non-uniform

















Figure 5.8: JIGSAW FFT2/IFFT2 datapath.
a contribution to a point in the given pipeline (or vice versa) and generates all corresponding
addresses for the weight and uniform data memory units.
The weight lookup unit receives two addresses from the select unit, indicating the two
weights which must be combined. In the gridding operation, the complex multiplication
occurs between the non-uniform sample data and the combined weight, whereas in the
regridding operation the complex multiplication involves data read from the uniform memory
array and the combined weight. After the complex interpolation is complete, the value is
either sent to the uniform memory array for accumulation with the value stored there (for
gridding) or sent to the complex addition unit to be added to the non-uniform sample’s data
value. The non-uniform sample is then sent to the next pipeline, where the process begins
anew.
5.3.4 FFT2/IFFT2 in JIGSAW
The 2D FFT and IFFT operations in JIGSAW utilize a custom radix-2 decimation-in-time
implementation. The datapath—shown in Figure 5.8—for both operations is the same, with
the only difference being that the real and complex components of each sample are swapped
when reading from or writing to the uniform memory arrays when performing the inverse
variant. These operations utilize six of the seven functional units to implement the butterfly
operation, with only the select unit being idle while processing an FFT2 or IFFT2.
Due to the tiled memory layout and private memory arrays, inter-pipeline communication
is required for log2(T ) stages in the FFT2 and IFFT2 operations. The FFT/IFFT controller
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unit uses the stage index and the internal pipeline index to determine which pipeline it
will communicate with. In each of the log2(T ) stages, pipelines are paired—meaning
that no pipeline must ever communicate with more than one other pipeline in any given
stage. For an example, consider an FFT or IFFT in the first dimension with pipeline T0,0,
log2(N) = log2(1024) = 10 stages, and log2(T ) = log2(8) = 3. For the first seven stages
all operands are available in the pipeline’s private memories, therefore requiring no external
communication. For the last three stages (8 through 10), the pipeline must transmit and
receive one value between each of the following pipelines ion the X-dimension: in stage
8 pipeline T0,0 communicates with pipeline T4,0, in stage 9 pipeline T0,0 communicates
with pipeline T2,0, and in stage 10 pipeline T0,0 communicates with pipeline T1,0; identi-
cal communication happens with pipelines in the Y-dimension for the FFT/IFFT second
dimension.
JIGSAW handles communication between all required pipeline pairs by having each
pipeline output the value stored in their private arrays, and rerouting all of the values back
into the pipeline in each dimension; i.e., each pipeline sees 8 values in each dimension,
and the current stage determines which value is used for internal calculations. In each
stage, the FFT/IFFT controller outputs new data and weight addresses each cycle, resulting
in deterministic, constant-time performance determined only by the length of the FFT.
All internal signals are delayed to account for transmission time, enabling fully-pipelined
operations—once the pipeline has filled, one butterfly operation is computed each cycle.
5.3.5 System Integration
JIGSAW can be interfaced with a host system much like other standalone accelerators,
such as GPUs and FPGAs. Input data is transmitted to JIGSAW from the host via a direct
memory access stream, with one non-uniform sample and its associated coordinates arriving
each cycle. Using a DMA stream instead of individual copy commands frees the host to
continue operations while JIGSAW performs gridding asynchronously. With a synthesized
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clock speed of 1.0 GHz, JIGSAW is able to transmit and receive data at DDR4 bandwidth
(~20GB/s). Once the data stream is complete, the DMA controller notifies the host via an
interrupt signal. The host then initiates a second stream, which transfers the processed data
from JIGSAW to the host memory. The lightweight communication is enabled by JIGSAW’s
fully-provisioned hardware architecture—no delay is required between the host-to-device
stream completing and the device-to-host stream being initiated, minimizing latency.
5.4 Evaluation
To evaluate our JIGSAW microarchitecture, we compare our CPU and GPU implementa-
tions of Slice-and-Dice to the SystemVerilog ASIC variant with virtual tiles of dimension
8×8. We employ the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT) [8]—a matrix-vector
Matlab implementation that uses double-precision floating point for all calculations—as a
baseline for both quality and performance. The performance of the CPU-based MIRT is on
par with that of the well-known NFFT [30] library, but uses a gridding-based implementation
which allows for a more direct comparison.
To highlight how JIGSAW performs versus a state-of-the-art GPU implementation, we
compare to Impatient [12]. Impatient is a GPU-accelerated framework for non-Cartesian
sampling trajectories in MRI. Using an output-driven parallelism gridding approach com-
bined with binning, Impatient achieves significant speedups versus direct matrix inversion.
With the fastest publicly available code base—updated in 2018 to support new-generation
GPUs—Impatient provides a comparison to Slice-and-Dice on traditional parallel systems.
Our test system uses an Intel i9-9900KS with all cores locked to 5.0 GHz and 128 GB
of DDR4 3600 MHz memory for the CPU-based benchmarks, and an Nvidia RTX 2080
Ti for the GPU-based benchmarks. The CPU and GPU implementations of Slice-and-Dice
use single-precision floating-point values to closely match the prior work, while the ASIC
implementation uses a 32-bit pipeline with a combination of fixed-point and floating-point
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Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU) Jigsaw (ASIC)
Figure 5.9: Gridding speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU, JIGSAW, and Impa-
tient [12], normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT). The grid size N and
number of non-uniform samples M for each image are labeled; σ = 2 and W = 4 for all images.
individual tests for each of the NuFFT’s components, estimating latency using its synthesized
1.0 GHz clock frequency and the number of cycles required to complete the operation and
drain the pipelines when simulating each input set. Functional verification and quality
evaluation is performed against MIRT’s output using doubles.
For power and area analysis, we synthesize our SystemVerilog implementation of
JIGSAW using an industrial 16 nm node and a 1.0 GHz clock speed. Each operational
mode’s power is estimated individually using separate Switching Activity Interchange
Format (SAIF) files generated by simulations with the largest supported problem sizes.
5.4.1 Performance Comparison
We evaluate JIGSAW’s performance using five images of differing dimension and number
of non-uniform samples. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.11 show the standalone gridding and
regridding performance of each implementation normalized to the performance of MIRT.
End-to-end speedups for the adjoint and forward NuFFT are shown in Figure 5.10 and
Figure 5.12. Since 3D gridding is a derivative of 2D gridding—serially operating on 2D
slices—for the compared implementations, we only report results for the 2D case.
CPU. Slice-and-Dice CPU’s performance is dominated by the GPU implementations


























































Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU) Jigsaw (ASIC)
Figure 5.10: End-to-end adjoint NuFFT speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU,
JIGSAW, and Impatient [12], normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT).
The grid size N and number of non-uniform samples M for each image are labeled; σ = 2 and W = 4
for all images.
surprisingly close to matching Impatient in terms the end-to-end performance, as seen in
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.12 where the number of non-uniform samples is not significantly
higher than N2. Slice-and-Dice CPU averages end-to-end speedups of approximately 5×
for the forward and adjoint NuFFTs compared to the baseline. Limited by the available
parallelism in the CPU’s relatively low core count, its performance suffers from frequent
memory stalls due to insufficient parallelism to hide pending accesses.
GPU. The Slice-and-Dice GPU implementation provides massive gains relative to
the CPU implementation, as the CUDA threading model offers a way to hide the long
external memory latencies through quick hardware context switching among thread warps.
Regridding for the forward NuFFT is handled differently from the “standard” Slice-and-
Dice model used in gridding, as the write conflicts occur on the non-uniform sample set
rather than the uniform grid. Slice-and-Dice GPU assigns each non-uniform sample to a
thread, eliminating write conflicts for the accumulation operations. The stacked-tile memory
structure of Slice-and-Dice is left intact, resulting in average regridding speedups of 262×
MIRT and 9× Impatient; the end-to-end forward NuFFT benchmarks shown in Figure 5.12
demonstrate average speedups of 79× that of MIRT and 4× that of Impatient.
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Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU) Jigsaw (ASIC)
Figure 5.11: Regridding speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU, JIGSAW, and
Impatient [12], normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT). The grid size N
and number of non-uniform samples M for each image are labeled; σ = 2 and W = 4 for all images.
assigned to a single uniform grid point in each virtual tile. A single block does not contain
nearly enough threads to fully utilize the GPU’s processing units; we therefore populate a
grid of 128×128 blocks to improve occupancy, with each block operating on its own subset
of the non-uniform input data and writing to the shared output grid. This implementation
breaks the Slice-and-Dice output-parallelization model—necessary to isolate the threads
from write contention—as multiple threads may now write to the same output location.
We use atomic accumulation operations to ensure proper synchronization and that no
updates are inadvertently lost. In this manner, the Slice-and-Dice GPU implementation
achieves an average gridding speedup of over 446× relative to the baseline and over 43×
over Impatient [12] across all problem sizes, as shown in Figure 5.9. The end-to-end adjoint
NuFFT performance improvements in Figure 5.10 follow a similar trend, with an average
speedup of over 92× relative to the baseline and 10× over Impatient.
The significant increases in performance relative to the prior work can be attributed to
several reasons: (1) Slice-and-Dice GPU uses a lookup table for interpolation weights, while
Impatient [12] calculates them on the fly, (2) Slice-and-Dice GPU achieves an L2 hit rate of
~99% across several image problem sizes compared to Impatient’s ~73%, (4) Slice-and-Dice
operates on all uniform grid points in parallel for both the forward and adjoint operators,
while Impatient operates serially on tile–bin pairs, and (5) Slice-and-Dice GPU utilizes
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Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (CPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU) Jigsaw (ASIC)
Figure 5.12: End-to-end forward NuFFT speedups of Slice-and-Dice CPU, Slice-and-Dice GPU,
JIGSAW, and Impatient [12], normalized to the Michigan Image Reconstruction Toolbox (MIRT).
The grid size N and number of non-uniform samples M for each image are labeled; σ = 2 and W = 4
for all images.
parallelism across both the non-uniform input array and the output grid, allowing for far
more computational overlap between warps. In short, Slice-and-Dice maps more efficiently
to GPU hardware.
ASIC. JIGSAW, Slice-and-Dice’s ASIC implementation for 2D NuFFT acceleration,
comprises a set of 8×8 pipelines with a reconfigurable datapath to support the gridding,
regridding, FFT2, and IFFT2 operations required for iterative MRI reconstructions. Using a
hybrid fixed- and floating-point pipeline with a custom memory subsystem to provide fixed
read and write latencies, JIGSAW is fully pipelined and does not experience any hardware
stalls. In the gridding and regridding modes, JIGSAW accepts a new non-uniform sample
each cycle, passing the sample from one pipeline to the next. This uninterrupted data
flow provides constant throughput: total runtime is proportional to the input data set size,
irrespective of sampling pattern, uniform target grid size, or interpolation window width.
Pipeline depth varies based on the operating mode. For regridding, a total pipeline depth
of 1032 cycles and the synthesized 1.0 GHz clock speed guarantees that the runtime of an
M-sample input is M+1032 cycles, or (M+1032) ns. The pipeline depth for gridding is
83 cycles, resulting in a runtime of M+83 cycles.
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Figure 5.13: Effects of interpolation kernel width on performance of CPU, GPU, and ASIC Slice-
and-Dice gridding implementations. Each implementation is normalized to itself, showcasing the
increase in execution time with increasing window width.
orders of magnitude better performance than all prior works. Figures 5.9 and 5.11 demon-
strate average gridding speedups of over 1000× relative to the baseline for both gridding
and regridding operations. End-to-end NuFFT performance is also drastically increased in
Figures 5.10 and 5.12, with speedups of over 558× compared to the baseline across both
operations, and 58× and 29× for each the adjoint and forward NuFFTs versus the prior work,
respectively.
5.4.2 Varying Interpolation Window Width
The interpolation window width, W , determines how many uniform grid points affect
(or are affected by) each non-uniform sample. As described in [1], reducing the grid
oversampling factor σ is desirable to reduce the memory constraints of the NuFFT. However,
a reduction in σ requires an associated increase in W to keep the error constant, which in turn
increases computation time in traditional systems. To demonstrate the effects of interpolation
window width on Slice-and-Dice’s performance, Figure 5.13 shows each variants’ gridding
performance for a range of widths, where lower values indicate less sensitivity.
With its fully-provisioned parallel pipeline structure, JIGSAW offers constant-time per-
formance for all supported interpolation window widths. In comparison, the GPU variant
experiences an 8.79× increase in execution time over the range of widths, while the CPU
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Table 5.2: JIGSAW Synthesis Results in 16 nm Technology.
JIGSAW with 1.0 GHz Clock Power Area
Gridding w/ Uniform Grid 8MB SRAM 145 mW 13.0 mm2
Gridding w/o Uniform Grid SRAM 84 mW 0.93 mm2
Regridding w/ Uniform Grid 8MB SRAM 116 mW 13.0 mm2
Regridding w/o Uniform Grid SRAM 56 mW 0.93 mm2
FFT2/IFFT2 w/ Uniform Grid 8MB SRAM 181 mW 13.0 mm2
FFT2/IFFT2 w/o Uniform Grid SRAM 50 mW 0.93 mm2
variant experiences only a 1.42× increase. Although the occupancy increases from 82% to
94% over the tested range, the GPU variant suffers from lower streaming multiprocessor
utilization—dropping from 64% with a window width of 1 to only 8% with a window
width of 8. The CPU variant, which was already bottlenecked due to the low thread count,
experiences far less sensitivity to the interpolation window width with IPC decreasing from
2.2 to only 1.4 over the range.
5.4.3 Power & Area
Table 5.2 reports our synthesis results. While the majority of the functional units are
shared in each operating mode, the switching activity levels in each vary. Synthesis results
both with and without uniform grid SRAM are given for each operational mode to illustrate
the power required for just the combinational logic and lookup tables. JIGSAW has an
estimated power consumption of up to 181 mW and an area of 12.97 mm2. Approximately
93% of this area is used for the on-chip storage of the 1024×1024 uniform grid, which is
also responsible for a significant portion of the power consumption across all operational
modes—ranging from 42% for the gridding mode to 72% in the FFT2/IFFT2 modes. The
~30% difference is a result of the different activity factors for each module. In the gridding
and regridding modes, the uniform grid SRAM is only accessed for a subset of the total
number of samples (if the pipeline is affected by or affects a sample), while in the FFT2 and













































Impatient (GPU) Slice-and-Dice (GPU) Jigsaw (ASIC)
Figure 5.14: Energy requirements of Slice-and-Dice GPU, JIGSAW, and Impatient [12] gridding
implementations across images.
To showcase the energy efficiency achieved by JIGSAW, we compare it to the single-
precision floating-point GPU gridding implementations of Slice-and-Dice and Impatient
in Figure 5.14. Across all of the images tested, Impatient energy consumption averages
1.95 J, while Slice-and-Dice GPU averages 108.27 mJ. In contrast, JIGSAW consumes only
60.71 µJ—an energy reduction of over 32000× compared to Impatient and nearly 1800×
compared to Slice-and-Dice GPU.
5.4.4 Image Quality
We verify JIGSAW image quality using visual comparison of 2D brain slices from [40]
and their associated normalized root mean square error (NRMSE). Using our SystemVerilog
implementation to simulate the hardware, we feed the non-uniform sample data into the
JIGSAW pipeline, comparing the final output grid to that of our Matlab reference imple-
mentation, which uses doubles. As shown in Figures 5.15a–5.15d, our fixed-point weight
hardware produces images indistinguishable from those produced with double-precision
floating-point, even when the oversampling factor is reduced by a factor of 32×. Similarly,
the percentages in Figure 5.15e indicate significantly lower normalized error for our fixed-
point implementation relative to a single-precision floating point implementation—1/4 the
error while halving the ALU width and table storage requirements. These results demon-
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(a) L = 1024, Doubles








(b) L = 32, Doubles








(c) L = 32, 32-bit Fixed-Point








(d) L = 32, 16-bit Fixed-Point




(e) L = 32, NRMSE percentages vs Doubles
Figure 5.15: Direct NuFFT reconstructions using various table oversampling factors and numeric
precision. Numeric precision is given for the individual real and imaginary complex components;
i.e., two doubles are used to store each complex table value in Figures 5.15a and 5.15b. Image data
from [40].
strate that using JIGSAW’s custom-precision hardware implementation results in negligible
image quality degradation compared to the reference.
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5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we described JIGSAW, a streaming accelerator implementation of Slice-
and-Dice that performs non-uniform interpolations in runtime proportional to the number of
non-uniform samples—irrespective of uniform target grid size, interpolation kernel width,
or sampling pattern. Our reconfigurable datapath, paired with 32-bit floating-point data and
16-bit fixed-point weights, achieves orders of magnitude better performance and energy
efficiency versus the prior work.
Our evaluation of JIGSAW demonstrates average non-uniform interpolation speedups of
over 1058× and 60× when compared to the CPU baseline and state-of-the-art implemen-
tations, respectively. JIGSAW processes eight FFT or IFFT butterfly operations in parallel,
enabling end-to-end forward and adjoint NuFFT speedups of 558× the CPU baseline and 41×
speedups versus the prior work—resulting in the FFT being the computational bottleneck
for the first time. Synthesized in 16 nm technology, JIGSAW achieves a 1.0 GHz clock
frequency with an area of ~13 mm2 and a power consumption of less than ~181 mW across
all operational modes. JIGSAW’s fixed-point streaming implementation is nearly 1800×




Computational imaging modalities continue to be widely used by medical professionals
as safe, non-invasive diagnostic methods. As these modalities trend towards higher resolu-
tion, 3D capabilities, and faster scan times, emerging algorithms put tremendous strain on
traditional hardware architectures, which are not optimized for the unique memory access
and computational patterns found in medical image reconstruction. To enable state-of-the-art
algorithms and handheld imaging systems, specialized hardware architectures are required
to meet the stringent bandwidth, power, and latency requirements.
In this dissertation we described our work on 3D ultrasound, focusing on high-volume-
rate imaging using the plane-wave algorithm. We first introduced Delay Compression,
an algorithmic optimization for 3D plane-wave ultrasound which enables unprecedented
decreases in computational complexity by sharing a single set of delay constants between
all scanlines, achieving a 1024× reduction in the number of uniquely calculated delays. We
then partnered Delay Compression with the TETRIS RESERVATION STATION (RS), a 2D
register file which buffers incomplete voxels and eliminates the need to store the entire
receive signal on-chip. These form the core of TETRIS, our custom accelerator architecture
for 3D-separable plane-wave ultrasound capable of processing data streams in a single, on-
the-fly pass—enabling volume generation at rates limited only by the physical propagation
speed of sound in human tissue. Together, Delay Compression and TETRIS demonstrate
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the power of using hardware/software co-design to accelerate state-of-the-art algorithms in
fields requiring immense computational bandwidth in an ultra-low-power package.
We then reviewed our work on MRI reconstruction using the forward and adjoint
Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT). By using our novel processing model,
Slice-and-Dice, we achieved non-uniform interpolation speedups averaging over 250×
the baseline on traditional architectures—an operation which previously consumed 99.6%
of the NuFFT’s computation time. To demonstrate the full potential of Slice-and-Dice
for emerging iterative and real-time MRI reconstruction algorithms, we then described
JIGSAW, a streaming accelerator architecture optimized for the non-uniform interpolation
and 2D FFT/IFFT operations found in the NuFFT. By pairing Slice-and-Dice with a custom
memory subsystem and processing pipeline, JIGSAW performs non-uniform interpolations
with a computation time linear in the number of non-uniform samples, irrespective of the
non-uniform sampling pattern, interpolation kernel width, or uniform grid size. JIGSAW
achieves non-uniform interpolation and end-to-end speedups averaging over 1000× and
558×, respectively, when compared to the baseline across all problems sizes tested.
With these algorithmic optimizations and hardware architectures as a guide, we believe
that architects and developers can usher in a new era of performant, power-efficient compu-
tational imaging algorithms and modalities to enable safer, faster, and more accurate clinical
diagnoses.
6.1 Future Directions
While the algorithmic optimizations and hardware architectures presented in this dis-
sertation provide orders of magnitude improvements in terms of performance and power
efficiency on both commodity hardware accelerators and custom ASIC solutions, this work
only represents a small fraction of the potential optimizations we believe are available.
In Section II we described our work on algorithmic optimizations for high-volume-rate
3D ultrasound. While Delay Compression enables significant reductions in computational
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complexity for ultrasound algorithms incorporating planar transmission schemes, the two-
part decomposition as currently formulated is restricted to algorithms of this type. We
hope that future algorithmic works will continue looking for similar optimizations, as
they open the doors to new architectural approaches. Future work should focus on finding
additional applications for Delay Compression and exploring similar symmetries in spherical
transmission schemes.
On the hardware side, in Section V we described JIGSAW, our streaming accelerator
architecture for NuFFT processing. The architecture discussed relies heavily on on-chip
SRAM to buffer all of the “in-flight” values and provide fast, fixed-latency memory access,
which can be difficult to map to semi-custom platforms such as FPGAs. JIGSAW in particular
suffers from this problem as dimensionality grows beyond 2D, as the limited on-chip memory
storage determines the maximum image dimension that can be supported. Substituting the
on-chip storage with a load/store queue-like structure capable of handling variable-latency
accesses to external memories will enable support of larger image sizes and dimensions,
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